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Rights and Duties

O

ver 80% of the population of the UAE come from overseas, and in the majority
of cases this is because either they or a family member have come to work in the
country. As a result in recent years the UAE authorities have looked to create a
employment law framework which does two things - supports and encourages
the growing participation of Emirati citizens in the private sector workforce under what
is known as ‘Emiratisation’ and ensures a level of basic protection, particularly for blue
collar workers who come in good faith to work here.
The authorities in the UAE are continuing to try to improve on the support given in order
to achieve these two aims which is why Employment Law here is continuing to evolve.
This year alone there have been two important initiatives, including a change in UAE law
strengthening the position of Emirati employees who have been unfairly dismissed and
the issue of a draft Employment law in the DIFC which among other things creates new
penalties for those who discriminate against employees of all nationalities working in the
freezone.
Employment law is an area of law with a particularly wide remit. Whether you are an
employee or an employer who is thinking of hiring your first member of staff you need
to be aware of your rights and duties. (In fact in the UAE, this is even the case for those
employing domestic workers as we have a Federal Law which also provides this group
with specific protections.)
However, there are some concepts within UAE employment law which employers more
used to operating in other jurisdictions or employees coming from overseas may be
unaware of, which is why we felt it so important to dedicate an issue to this topic.
These include the concept of the end of service gratuity given to employees who are not
eligible for a pension - and the differing rights and obligations of those employed on
fixed term and indefinite term employment contracts. Even the briefest review of UAE
employment case law will reveal how frequently getting it wrong on either of these areas can
lead to disputes being settled in the courts. Those new to UAE employment law may also be
surprised by areas including mandatory employment contract terms, differences between
employment laws offshore and in freezones, health and safety provisions designed to
protect employees working in extreme temperatures in the summer months, and provisions
related to nightwork of women and young people. However, as in most jurisdictions when
it comes to employment law ignorance of the law is no defence and penalties for noncompliance include restrictions on work permit issues which could prevent a business from
recruiting. So whether you are an employer or an employee we hope this issue will give you
a good understanding of the labour law framework in the country - and your personal rights
and obligations.
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Overview

EMPLOYMENT
LAW
Asma Siddiqui of BSA Ahmad Bin Hezeem & Associates LLP explains the
key features of the UAE’s main employment law,
Federal Law No. 8/1980.

W

hen it comes to UAE employment law, Federal Law
No. 8/1980 (also known as the UAE Labour Code) or
the Law Regulating Labour Relations is the main law
governing employee-employer relations in the private
sector in the UAE. This law outlines the key employment aspects,
including working hours, annual leave and public holidays,
sick leave, the employment of young people, maternity leave,
employee health and safety, termination of employment and
end of service gratuity. According to Article 3 of Federal Law
No. 8/1980, this law applies to all employees working in the UAE,
whether they are UAE nationals or expatriates. However, there
are certain categories of employee who are exempt from it and
may have to follow different regulations.

FEDERAL LAW NO. 8/1980 EXCEPTIONS
Federal Law No. 8/1980 provisions do not apply to a number of
categories of employee including officials, employees and workers
of the Federal Government, Governmental Departments of UAE
Emirates, of the State, municipality officials, employees and workers
and other officials working in Federal and local public Departments
and organisations. Others exempt from this law include officials,
employees and workers appointed by Governmental Federal and
local projects; members of the Armed Forces, Police and Security
services and domestic servants working in private residences
(who are covered by Federal Law No. 10/ 2017 on support service
workers). There are also exemptions for workers employed in the
agricultural or pastoral sectors, although not those employed in
agricultural corporations engaged in processing these products or
those permanently engaged in operating or repairing mechanical
machines used in agriculture.
6 | Emirates Law Business & Practice | December 2018

The Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation previously
known as the Ministry of Labour is responsible for overseeing and
administering employer-employee relationships and labour rights
for the private sector.
FEDERAL DECREE LAW NO. 11/2008
In contrast, public sector employees are governed by the Federal
Decree Law No. 11 /2008, as amended. These laws apply to the civil
servants who earn their salaries from the Federal budget, and civil
employees working at Federal authorities and corporations. The
UAE government also introduced the Emiratisation programme
in 2004 to encourage employment of its citizens in both the public
and private sectors. This programme aims to reduce the UAE’s
dependence on foreign workers and ensure that UAE citizens
benefit from the country’s economic grow.
FREE ZONES
Workers employed in the UAE free zones are generally not
governed by Federal Law No. 8/1980. Each free zone authority
may have its own set of rules and regulations and their employees
are subject to these. Workers in these free zones are sponsored
by the respective free zone authority and not by their employer.
In particular, Federal Law No. 8/1980 does not apply in the DIFC
where employment is governed by the DIFC employment law,
DIFC Law No. 3 /2012.
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
Before starting work in the UAE, expatriates will need a work
permit and residency visa to enable them to live and work in
the country. These documents are obtained after signing the

r equisite employment contract with the sponsor. All employment
contracts and any related amendments must be approved and
registered with the Ministry. The standard forms and templates
for job offers and employment contracts which comply with the
basic requirements of Federal Law No. 8/1980 can be found on
the Ministry’s web portal. Federal Law No. 8/1980 envisages two
types of employment contracts, limited/fixed-term and unlimited/open-ended (terminable on notice) contracts. Fixed-term
contracts cannot exceed two years but can be renewed by mutual
consent for a similar period. Employment contracts without a
termination date are deemed an unlimited/open-ended contract.
In general, employment contracts must specify their date, nature
of the contract (fixed or open-ended), job designation, term of
contract (for fixed-term contracts), location of employment,
salary including the base salary (employee’s wage excluding all
allowances) as this is used to calculate end of services benefits,
holiday pay, overtime, compensation for employment-related
death, injury or disease and allowances for transportation and
housing, and any bonuses. If the position involves access to
private or confidential information, the employer may include
a confidentiality and non-compete clause in the employment
contract. However, non-compete clauses are carefully scrutinized before being enforced in the UAE and must be reasonable and limited in terms of the duration (a maximum of three
years) and geographical scope as well as specific to the field or
sub-field of employment in order to be enforceable. Nevertheless, the judges in UAE courts rarely enforce restrictive provisions for a period of more than one year and prefer to award
monetary compensations for any such breach instead of granting

injunctions. They will also require evidence of the actual harm or
damages suffered by the employer.
Ministerial Resolution No. 764/2015 which came in effect on 1
January 2016 has also provided greater protection for expatriate
employees by ensuring their employment contract is consistent
with the terms originally offered to the employee. The contract
can not be altered unless the employee has agreed to such a
change and even if changes are agreed they will be subject to
the Ministry’s approval to ensure they are not detrimental to
the employee. Employees may also be subject to a probationary
period of not more than six months, during which employment
may be terminated without notice or severance benefits. For the
purposes of termination after the probationary period, a distinction is made between contracts of employment for limited and
unlimited periods. A contract for a limited term terminates at the
end of the specified term unless the parties choose to renew it.
A contract without a specific term, however, may be terminated
if both parties agree to cancel it, or if one of the parties does so
with 30 days prior notice (or less if the employee is engaged on a
daily basis), or for reasons expressly permitted by Federal Law
No. 8/1980.
MINiMUM WAGE
There is no minimum salary stipulated in Federal Law No. 8/1980,
but it broadly mentions that salaries must cover employee’s basic
needs. Article 63 of Federal Law No. 8/1980 mentions that the
minimum wage and cost of living index is determined either in
general or for a particular area or a particular profession by virtue
of a decree and consent of the Cabinet.
Volume 12 | Employment | 7
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“Under Article 65 of Federal
Law No. 8/1980, the normal
working hours for the private
sector are eight hours a day or
48 hours per week and no more
than five consecutive work
hours are allowed without a
rest period.”
WORKING HOURS
Under Article 65 of Federal Law No. 8/1980, the normal working
hours for the private sector are eight hours a day or 48 hours per
week and no more than five consecutive work hours are allowed
without a rest period. Working hours for certain businesses,
including hotels and cafes may be increased after the necessary
approval from the Ministry. Governmental entities which are not
governed by Federal Law No. 8/1980 operate for seven hours a day.
If the employee’s job demands working beyond normal working
hours as overtime, they are entitled to pay equal to their normal
working hours’ remuneration plus 25% but this can increase
to 50% for overtime worked between 9:00 p.m. and 4:00am.
It is important to note that these working time and overtime
provisions do not apply to those with senior executive managerial
supervisory positions who have the power of an employer over
employees. The Ministry categorises these as chairpersons and
members of boards of directors, general managers, managers of
departments, and individuals working in supervisory posts who
have dedicated powers of authority over other employees. In
addition, construction and industrial workers are not permitted
to work during the hottest hours of the day during the summer.
Any employer found to have staff working during their designated
break time will also be fined 5,000 AED per worker up to a
maximum of 50,000 AED. Normal working hours are also reduced
by two hours daily during the holy month of Ramadan. As Friday
is the official weekend for all employees in the UAE, except daily
wage workers, if they have to work on a Friday, they are entitled
to their regular working hours’ pay, and an increase of not less
than 50%.
LEAVE
Employees who have been employed for at least six months to one
year are entitled to annual leave of two days per month, and 30
days per year if they have been employed for more than one year.
The annual leave allowance is equal to the sum of the base salary
plus housing allowance (if any) for the complete duration of the
leave. Employees are also granted special leave without pay, of not
more than 30 days to perform the Hajj once in their complete term
of service. Employees are not entitled to any paid sick leave during
their probation period. However, after this they are entitled to sick
leave of up to 90 days per year subject to conditions stipulated in
the law. They will receive full pay for the first 15 days, half pay for
the next 30 days and no pay for the remaining 45 days. However,
they must provide evidence of their illness with an official medical
certificate issued by the relevant governmental institution.
8 | Emirates Law Business & Practice | December 2018

Women working in the private sector are also entitled to 45 days
maternity leave, inclusive of pre-natal and post-natal periods. They
will receive full pay during this if they have completed at least one
year of continuous service or half pay if they have not. A woman
can also take an additional 100 consecutive or non-consecutive
days of unpaid leave if they have an illness that prohibits them
returning to work even after the 45-day period . However, this
illness must be certified by a physician to have been related to
the maternity. These benefits are in addition to other benefits
available under Federal Law No. 8/1980 such as the two additional
half-hour breaks during the day for nursing a baby for 18 months
from the birth of the child which are included in their working hours
and are paid . Employees in the UAE are also entitled to paid leave
on public holidays such as the Hijri New Year (1 day), Gregorian
New Year (1 day), Eid Al Fitr (2 days), Arafat day and Eid Al Adha
(3 days), Prophet Mohammed’s birthday (1 day), Isra and Miraj or
Ascension Day (1 day), Commemoration or Martyr’s Day (1 day)
and National Day (1 day).
WAGE PROTECTION
Under Ministerial Decree No. 739/2016 Concerning the Protection of Wages, all establishments registered in the Ministry must
pay their employees’ wages on the due date through the Wages
Protection System (WPS). This is designed to protect workers’
rights as it is administered by the Ministry and allows verification
that wage payments are in line with the terms initially offered.
Under the WPS system, employees’ salaries are transferred to
their accounts in banks or financial institutions, authorised by the
UAE Central Bank to provide this service. If there are any concerns
or complaints on salary, employees can contact the Ministry or
lodge a complaint through eNetwasal.
TERMINATION
Generally a limited contract can be terminated if the contract
expires and is not renewed if both, the employer and employee
mutually agree or if a worker commits a violation in Article 120
of Federal Law No. 8/1980. If either party wishes to singly terminate a fixed-term/limited employment contract for reasons
other than those in Article 121 of Federal Law No. 8/1980, it
should comply with the legal notice requirements. These cannot
be less than one month or more than three months, and the
parties must continue to honour their obligations during the
notice period. As this sort of termination qualifies as an arbitrary termination, the party terminating the employment must
under Article 116 of Federal Law No. 8/198 compensate the

other party to the extent agreed as long as this does not exceed
three months’ gross wages.
In the case of open-ended/unlimited contracts, employmentcan be terminated if :both parties mutually agree or either party
decides, at any time, to terminate the contract and abide by the
legal notice requirements in Article 117 of Federal Law No. 8/1980
and continue to honour their obligations for the duration of the
notice period, which cannot be less than one month or more than
three months which means the employee will be entitled to full pay
during the notice period calculated on the basis of their last remuneration and in return must perform their duties if the employer
requests or if either party unilaterally terminates the contract,
without complying with the legal notice and without default
reasons the terminating party bears the legal consequences of
early termination. In addition, under Article 119 of Federal Law
No. 8/1980 if an employer fails to give the employee notice of
the termination, or reduces the notice period, they must pay the
employee compensation equal to their remuneration for the entire
notice period or the time it has been reduced.
However, under Article 120 of Federal Law No. 8/1980 an
employer can terminate any type of employment contract without
notice if the employee adopts a false identity or nationality or
provides forged documents or certificates or if they have a
probation period and are dismissed before the end of it or if they
have committed an error causing substantial material loss to the
employer provided that they have advised the labour department
of the incident within 48 hours of knowing about it or the employee
has violated health and safety instructions involving the business
provided that these are displayed in writing in conspicuous places
or illiterate employees have been verbally informed of them. This
can also be the case if an employee fails to perform their basic
duties under the employment contract and persists in violating
them despite a formal investigation with them on this and if they
have been warned of dismissal if this is repeated; or they divulge
company secrets or are convicted in a final judgment by a competent court of an offence prejudicing honour, honesty or public
morals. Dismissal is also possible if an employee is drunk or under
the influence of prohibited drugs during work hours; assaults their
employer, manager or colleagues in the course of their work, or is
absent without lawful excuse for more than 20 intermittent days
or for more than seven successive days in one year.
There are also a number of valid reasons for termination under
Article 121 of Federal Law No. 8/1980 and under Article 2 of Ministerial Resolution No. 765 /2015 an employment relationship will be
deemed to have been terminated if the employer breaches their
legal (statutory or contractual) obligations including non-payment
of wages for 60 days, if the employer or their legal representative
assaults the employee, or an employee files a complaint that the
employer has closed its business and is failing to employ them or
following a final judgment which has been issued by the Courts in
favour of an employee who has filed a labour complaint.
ARBITrARY DISMISSAL
Article 122 of Federal Law No. 8/1980 describes arbitrary termination as where an unlimited contract’s termination is irrelevant to
the work, particularly if the reason is that the worker has submitted a serious complaint to the authorities or has instituted legal
proceedings against the employer that have been proved to be
valid. Grounds for termination based on business restructuring
and redundancy, for unlimited employment contracts, may be held

by UAE courts as being an action related to the business environment, and as such not an arbitrary action against a particular
employee. As a result they may be found by a court to be justified.
If termination by the employer is deemed abusive by the court,
the employer may be ordered to pay the employee additional
compensation, without prejudice to the employee’s right to other
post-termination entitlements. The court will assess this based
on the nature of the work, the amount of prejudice the employee
sustained and their period of service, after investigating the
circumstances of the employment. However, compensation will
not exceed three months’ remuneration calculated on the basis of
the last remuneration the employee was entitled to. With limited
contracts Article 115 of Federal Law No. 8/1980 states arbitrary
termination by an employer is termination for reasons other than
those specified in Article 120 and the employer must compensate
the worker for any prejudice they have sustained but the compensation must not exceed the aggregate remuneration due for three
months or the residual period of the contract whichever is less
unless the contract contains a provision to the contrary. However,
it should be noted that business restructuring or redundancy is
not included in the reasons in Article 120, and so termination of
an employment contract concluded for a specified term because
of this is likely to be deemed arbitrary.
END OF SERVICE DUES
An employee with an unlimited contract who has their
employment terminated will be eligible for pay in lieu of notice
period, or any amount due in lieu of the notice or to work their
notice. They may receive compensation for abusive dismissal if
the contract was terminated by the employer for grounds not
recognised by Federal Law No. 8/1980 as justifiable causes for
termination but this will not exceed three months’ remuneration
calculated on the basis of their last remuneration unless the
contract so provides. Those with a limited contract, can also
receive compensation for abusive dismissal if the contract
was terminated for grounds other than those in Article 120 and
compensation will be either the aggregate remuneration due for
three months or the residual period of the contract whichever
is less, unless the contract provides to the contrary. Overtime,
unpaid salary, holiday pay, and repatriation expenses (either
under Federal Law No. 8/1980 or the contract) will also be due,
as will an end of service gratuity calculated on the basis of
the period of service, if the employee has completed at least
one year’s continuous service and was not terminated under
Article 120 of Federal Law No. 8/1980. However, if an employee
with a limited contract resigns before its expiry they will only
be entitled to severance pay if they have more than five years’
continuous service.

Asma Siddiqui
Associate
BSA Ahmad Bin Hezeem & Associates
LLP
asma.siddiqui@bsabh.com
Asma Siddiqui works in the litigation department
and specialises in employment, real estate ,
medical negligence , criminal and civil matters.
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EMPLOYMENT | EXPERT PANEL

Understanding How it Works
Around 80% of the UAE population have come to the country to work. Our
expert panel explains how legislation impacts them and their employers,
and the recent changes in this area.
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“

There are a number of areas of significant difference
between how the employment law regime works in the UAE
and other jurisdictions,” states Abdulla Ishnaneh of BSA
Ahmad Bin Hezeem & Associates LLP. “One of the main
ones includes the differentiation between limited and unlimited
term contracts, which impacts a range of areas including the
calculation of the end of service gratuity and compensation for
abusive termination.”
RECENT CHANGES
“However, one of the most important recent changes in this
area has been the issue of Ministerial Decision No 212/2018 on
4 April 2018, by the Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation (MOHRE) which brought in new regulations on the employment of UAE nationals in the private sector,” Rima Mrad of BSA
Ahmad Bin Hezeem & Associates LLP continues. “This decision
replaced Ministerial Decision No 293/2015 which set the rules and
procedures for the employment of UAE nationals and Ministerial
Decision No. 176 /2009 which regulated the termination of UAE
nationals in the private sector. “
“It states termination of a UAE national employee will be considered unfair in a number of cases if the termination was not based
on one of the requirements in Article 120 of Federal Law No.
8/1980 which essentially, cover gross misconduct,” states Samir
Kantaria of Al Tamimi & Company.
“There have also been recent developments in the DIFC which
has its own employment legislation, DIFC Law No. 4/2005 (as
amended),”Kantaria continues. “The DIFC Authority has recently
drafted a new DIFC Employment Law which will replace the current
law in its entirety when it comes into force. “
EMIRATISATION
“The UAE operates a policy known as ‘Emiratisation’, which aims
to encourage private sector employers (except those in the free
zones) to employ UAE national employees,” Kantaria explains. ”Over
the years, MOHRE has issued several Decrees on this area including the requirement for certain industries or companies with over
a certain number of employees to hire UAE nationals in specific job
roles. Examples, include roles like Public Relations Officer, Health
and Safety Officer or Data-entry Specialists. In addition, banking
and insurance sector companies are required to employ a target
number of UAE national employees.”
“In reality, the authorities have taken a somewhat relaxed
approach to meeting these quotas outside the banking and
insurance sectors and tend instead to have practical approach
to Emiratisation,” Kantaria adds.
“As a result companies with greater cultural diversity of
employees pay lower fees when obtaining work permits while
those which fail to meet these cultural diversity requirements
have to pay higher fees in order to obtain work permits for
employees. However, it is important to note that, the authorities do have the discretion not to issue new work permits to
expatriates until the company hires a UAE national.“
“However, the new law Ministerial Decision No. 212 /2018 is a
comprehensive policy that addresses the employment and termination of UAE nationals in the private sector including the creation
of an efficient platform designed to enhance Emiratization,” Rim
Mrad notes.
“It has identified the procedures and steps to follow when
employing any UAE national in the private sector. This decision

will optimise the creation of a balanced work environment and
foster greater participation of UAE nationals in the private
sector.”
“As part of the changes introduced under Ministerial Decision
No. 212/2018 a special regulatory unit was created at MOHRE to
organise and secure the Emiratisation process,” Shaika Al Shamsi
of BSA Ahmad Bin Hezeem & Associates LLP continues.
“This unit is expected to provide the right platform to ensure
that UAE national employees are able to perform within a
healthy and suitable work environment and can rely on a strong
mechanism which address and solve their employment related
complaints.“
“This decision also includes clear conditions which need to be
followed when a UAE national is being terminated,” Rim Mrad
states. “Employers in the private sector must now have an exit
interview at the end or termination of a work relationship with
UAE national employees which will include the reasons for the
termination .“
“In addition, whenever a UAE national is being terminated
the employer must make sure that their contributions and the
contributions of the employee have been fully paid to the state
pension and social security scheme and in any other scheme legally
required by the Ministry for UAE nationals,” Mrad adds.

Key Laws
DIFC Law No. 4/2005
DIFC Employment Law
A new version of this law which governs employment in the
DIFC freezone is currently out for consultation.

Federal Law No. 8/1980
UAE Labour Code
This law governs employment in onshore UAE.

Ministerial Decision No. 212/2018
Regulation of Employing Nationals in the Private Sector
This new law is designed to support the Emiratisation
framework and governs the employment of UAE nationals
in private sector companies.

MInisterial Decree No. 739/2008
Concerning the Protection of Wages
This law lays down strict requirements and methods
employers must follow when making salary payments to
their employees. It enables the Ministry to ensure wages are
paid as initially agreed with employees.

Federal Law No. 10/2017
On Support Service Workers
This law covers the employment of domestic service
workers.
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the employer breaches the new decision or any of the subsequent
guidelines issued following its publication; if there is an unlawful
termination of a UAE national and failure to reinstate them after
being required to do so by the Ministry; if the employer fails to
maintain and settle their contributions due to the state pension
and social security fund or fails to fulfill its Emiratisation requirements in an effective way.”
“At this stage, MOHRE is committed to provide training and development programmes to UAE nationals to enable them to show their
full potential, and continuous training programmes after employment to support their progress and enable them to become future
leaders with a high level of competence and commitment,” Shaika
Al Shamsi notes. “This should help motivate UAE nationals to work
in private sector corporations as these measure will ensure their
employment there will be stable, long term and secure.”

“However, there are some situations where UAE nationals’
employment can be terminated,” Shaika Al Shamsi notes. “These
include if the contract has terminated without being renewed, the
termination is based on Article 120 of Federal Law No. 8/1980, or
if the employment has been amicably terminated by the parties
or is terminated by any of the parties where notice between one
and three months has been provided if it is not less than three
months if there is a limited contract and a disagreement between
the parties over the calculation of the notice period. “
“It is important to note that termination of a UAE national will
be considered unlawful if it is not based on Article 120 of Federal
Law No. 8/1980, it is proven the employer has retained a nonnational employee to perform the same work as the UAE national
employee, or that the termination of the UAE national was in order
to replace them with a non-national employee without a justification which is acceptable to the Ministry,“ Rima Mrad adds. “This
will also be the case if the termination reasons do not relate to
the employment relationship, especially if they are because the
employee has submitted a serious complaint to the competent
authorities or filed a valid claim against the employer. “
“Under the new Ministerial Decision,” Shaika Al Shamsi explains.
“If MOHRE decides the employment relationship has been terminated unlawfully by the employer or the employee has not been
able to settle their dispute and be reinstated, the dispute is
referred to the competent labour court after five working days
from the date of notifying the parties to resolve the dispute
amicably without reaching a settlement.”
“In such cases, MOHRE can suspend permits given to the
employer and not issue new work permits for up to six months
from the date when the UAE national’s claim is proven or on which
a final judgment is issued, “Rima Mrad adds. “MOHRE can also
impose fines on employers starting at 20,000 AED per incident if
12 | Emirates Law Business & Practice | December 2018

WORK PERMIT REGIME
“In order to work in the UAE, all expatriates and GCC nationals
(including UAE nationals) are required to obtain approval from the
Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation (MOHRE previously known as the Ministry of Labour) or the relevant free zone
authority,” explains Kantaria
“In the past, MOHRE used to issue a physical work permit or
‘labour card’ to potential employees. However, in recent years
instead of issuing a physical card to each individual an employing
company can obtain a copy of the card through the MOHRE’s online
portal, if required. Although in contrast free zones still tend to
issue physical cards.”
“ Work permits issued by MOHRE are typically valid for a two
year period, while those from free zones are usually valid for a
three year period,” Kantaria adds.
“In order to obtain approval, the employee and employer must
enter into an employment contract which is prescribed by MOHRE
or the free zone authority,” Kantaria states.
RETIREMENT
“There is no official retirement age for private sector employees
in the UAE, “ Kantaria states. “As such termination because of
retirement is treated by the UAE Courts as a termination with
notice. “
“However, it is important to note that historically, it was difficult for a non-national employee over the age of 65 to obtain an
employment visa (unless in exceptional circumstances) and such
visas require renewal on an annual basis,” Kantaria adds. “Although,
we have been advised by the relevant authorities that their stance
on this is now relaxing somewhat and expatriates may still be
able to obtain a work residence visa after the age of 65, which
is a significant change in position. In this regard, employees over
65 may now be able to obtain work permits and residence visas
which are valid for the same two year duration as regular work
permits and visas, but this is now at a significantly higher cost. “
MINIMUM WAGE RULES
“There is no statutory minimum wage rules in the UAE,” Kantaria
states. “However, in order to sponsor a dependent to live in the
UAE, an employee must earn a minimum salary of at least 4,000
AED per month (this is a minimum threshold which is subject to
change by the local authorities).”
“The UAE also operates an electronic Wage Protection System
(WPS) which has been established to ensure the timely payment of

employees’ salaries (primarily to help protect blue-collar workers)
and ensure that payments made are accurate,” Kantaria adds.
“Employers must pay salaries through the WPS, and these
payments are monitored by the government against the employee
list and registered wages for each employee. The WPS only applies
to onshore (i.e. non-free zone) based companies and those in the
Jebel Ali Free Zone.”

was issued. This Law prohibits any discrimination on the basis of
religion, caste, faith, doctrine, race or ethnicity. It defines discrimination as ‘Any distinction, restriction, exclusion or preference
among individuals or groups based on the grounds of religion,
creed, doctrine, sect, caste, race, color or ethnic origin,’ and also
prohibits hate speech or any conduct which may incite sedition,
prejudicial action or discrimination among individuals or groups.”

PROTECTED GROUPS
“As is the case in a number of other jurisdictions under the labour
law there are special protections for some particular groups,”
states Abdulla Ishnaneh.
“Federal Law No. 8/1980 has a special chapter on employing
minors. There is a also a special chapter on employment of women,
and a chapter which has provisions covering both women and
youn people,” states Abdulla Ishnaneh. “These chapters include
areas such as the minimum age for employment which is 15 and
the maximum hours of work per day for these groups, as well as
the types of jobs or industries they are not allowed to work in,
maternity leave and other matters which are relevant to women.”

FIXED TERM AND INDEFINITE TERM CONTRACTS
“One other area which may surprise employers from other jurisdictions are the differences in rights and duties for those on fixed
term and those on indefinite term contracts, ” Kantaria explains.
“A fixed term contract will have a maximum duration of two years,
although it may be renewable, while an indefinite term contract will
as the name suggests have no maximum duration.”
“In terms of notice periods, there is no requirement for notice
period when terminating an initial fixed term contract,” Kantaria
continues. “Although renewed fixed term contracts have a notice
period requirement of one to three months (as agreed upon).
Those with indefinite employment contracts will also have a notice
period of one to three months.”
“Compensation on termination also differs between fixed term
and indefinite term contracts,“ Kantaria notes. “If an employer
terminates an initial fixed term contract before it expires they
must pay the employee three months’ gross salary or pay for
the remainder of the contract, whichever is less. In addition,
if an employee terminates a fixed term contract before its
expiry, they will also have to pay compensation of 1.5 months’
gross salary or for the remainder of the contract, whichever
is less.”
“One area of controversy is what constitutes a ‘valid reason
for termination’ under Federal Law No. 8/1980,” Manish
Narayan of Galadari Advocates & Legal Consultants states.
“There is no definition found within the Labour Law for what
constitutes ‘valid’ but it is generally considered to have a broad
meaning in relation to the employee’s work. “

DISCRIMINATION
“The UAE has also taken specific legal steps to protect individuals
against discrimination,” Abdulla Ishnaneh notes. “In 2015, Federal
Decree Law No. 2/2015 on Combating Discrimination and Hatred

THE LABOUR CODE: FEDERAL Law NO.
8/1980
Atticle 120
This part of Federal Law No. 8/1980 covers gross misconduct
and provides details of situations where termination is
allowed.
Articke 117
This part of Federal Law No. 8/1980 details required notice on
termination of employment.
Article 132
This provision explains the requirement to pay an end of
service gratuity on termination of employment.
Article 126
This provision may provide protection to those impacted by
change of status or the transfer of an establishment.
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“Federal Law No. 8/1980 makes it possible through mutual
agreement to extend the period of notice without limitation, “
Manish Narayan adds. “However a reduction or exemption to the
minimum 30 days is not permissible, unless payment is made in
lieu of notice.”
“In addition, under Ministerial Decree No. 765/2015 it is stated
that a notice period cannot exceed three months for those with
an unlimited contract,” Manish Narayan continues. “Limited
contracts generally do not contain any notice provision and
if an employee is terminated prior to the end of the contract
the employer is liable to pay compensation to the employee.”
END OF SERVICE GRATUITY
“Employers from other jurisdictions should also be aware of the
requirement to pay end of service gratuity in the UAE,“ states
Kantaria. ”Expatriate (non-GCC national) employees who are not
registered with a company pension scheme and who have completed
at least one year’s continuous service are entitled to end of service
gratuity on termination of employment of 21 calendar days’ basic
salary for each year of service for the first five years of service ; and
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30 calendar days’ basic salary for each year of service above five
years.”
“However, if the employee has resigned rather than being
dismissed the amount due alters. Those who resign in the first five
years of a fixed term contract will receive nothing, while those who
resign in the first three years of an indefinite contract receive only
a third of their entitlement,” Kantaria of Al Tamimi & Company adds.
“If the resignation is between three to five years service those with
an indefinite contract will receive two thirds of their entitlment but
those on fixed term contracts will still receive nothing. Finally, if
the resignation is after more than five years service the employee
regardless of whether they are on a fixed term or indefinite term
contract will receive their full entitlement.”
TRANSFER OF UNDERTAKINGS
“One difference between the UAE and many other jurisdictions is
that there is no specific legislation governing transfer of undertakings within the UAE legal framework” states Manish Narayan.
“However, Article 126 of Federal Law No. 8/1980 does contains a
provision which provides protection for employees who may be

affected by a change of status, transfer of an establishment or
merger and acquisition.”
“Article 126 states that all contracts of employment which are
valid at the time of the change remain in force between the new
employer and the workers of the establishment,” Manish Narayan
adds. “In other words, the employment is continuous, and both
the old and new employer are responsible jointly for a period of
six months for ‘the discharge of any obligations resulting from
contracts of employment during the period preceding the change’.
After this six month period the new employer bears sole responsibility.”
“It is important to note that Federal Law No. 8/1980 does not
require an employee’s consent before the transfer, but the process
for transfer of employment to a new employer will vary depending
on the type of transfer or sale of the business, “Manish Narayan
adds. “Therefore, if an employee does not wish to be employed by
the new employer, they can choose to terminate their contract.”
“The position is different under an asset sale, where employees cannot be automatically transferred to the new employer,”
Manish Narayan of Galadari Advocates & Legal Consultants
continues. “Therefore, if the new employer wants to retain the
existing employees, they have a choice of two ways, either they
can rehire the employees under a new employment contract and
the old employer has to provide the required notice or provide
pay in lieu of notice in addition to settling statutory dues, paying
for untaken holiday and ensuring the employees have been paid
their end of service gratuity (which may be disadvantageous to the
employee as the gratuity is calculated based on length of service)
and other contractual obligations; or the new employer may agree
to undertake all the old employer’s obligations to the employees
which could include payment of a gratuity calculated from the date
the employee began work with the previous employer.”
“Obligations as to how, and who, will be responsible for clearing
the dues will vary depending on the terms agreed between the new
and old employer,” Manish Narayan states.
“As there is no concept of redundancy under Federal Law No.
8/1980 if an employee does not wish to transfer to the new employer,
the old employer may be at risk of having to pay compensation for
arbitrary dismissal of the employee which could prove to be expensive for them,”Manish Narayan warns.
“Another point to note is that there is no provision for transferring
employees collectively as a whole or as a group under Federal Law
No. 8/1980. So, all the necessary steps for transfer of an employee
must be taken on an individual basis which can be time consuming
and laborious,”Manish Narayan states.
“The position will be different again under a share sale transfer,”
states Manish Narayan. “In this case the individual contracts of
the employees remain intact, but further consent on transfer of
employment is not required from an employee until and unless the
employer wishes to make changes to their existing contract. In
which case any such change may only be made if mutually agreed
by both parties.”
EXPENSES BORNE BY THE EMPLOYER
“An employer is liable to bear the costs of repatriation which
include the air fare, all the employee’s travel expenses for themself
and their family, and the cost of shipping their belongings back to
their home country on termination,” states Manish Narayan. “This
is not the case however, if the termination is as a direct result of
the employee’s action.”

“It has also been made clear that the employer bears sole
responsibility for all recruitment costs, irrespective of the reason
for termination, unless it relates to a cause mentioned under
Article 60 of Federal Law No. 8/1980,” Manish Narayan of Galadari
Advocates & Legal Consultants continues.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
“All employment contracts must also be registered with the
MOHRE,” states Manish Narayan. “If there are any disputes the
Labour court has jurisdiction over all cases filed by employees
or over any counter claim which might be filed by an employer
relating to an employee’s contract.”
“However, Ministry of Labour intervention is limited to within
the private sector.”
“The Ministry of Labour initially requires parties in such
disputes to go through mediation in an attempt to resolve the
matter amicably,” states Manish Narayan of Galadari Advocates
& Legal Consultants. “According to the law this is expected to be a
three step process, however in practice there is a single conciliation meeting with the parties and a representative of the Ministry
of Labour who reviews the matter. “
“It is important to note,” says Abdulla Ishnaneh “if the parties
do not first lodge their complaint with the Labour Office in the
Ministry of Labour before the matter is referred to court an
employment claim will be rejected for not following the proper
legal process.”
“If a settlement is not reached at this mediation stage and the
Ministry of Labour takes the view that the dispute cannot be
settled through conciliation, the matter, under Article 6 of Federal
Law No. 8/1980 will then be referred to the Labour court and the
complainant will be issued a date for the hearing,” Manish Narayan
adds.
“The Labour courts have two circuits,” Manish Narayan explains.
“A minor circuit with only one judge to look at cases where the claim
value is below 100,000 AED and counter cases regardless of their
value. There is also a major circuit made up of three judges which
considers cases with a value ofover 100,000 AED and counter
cases regardless of their value.”
“Article 6 of Federal Law No. 8/1980 includes that no claim can be
brought by either party more than a year from the date the entitlement became due,” Manish Narayan explains
“There are also court procedures which are relevant in this area.
For example, the limitation period for claims under the Labour Law
or an employment contract is one year. In addition, any documents
which need to be submitted to the court must be in Arabic. “
“The claimant will also have to submit a memorandum of claim
which the Labour court will review and consider,” Manish Narayan
continues.
“The Labour court will then notify the defendant of the claim
against them and allow them time to prepare their defence and
submit any supporting documents. The Labour court also provides
the claimant with the opportunity to respond to the defence
submitted by the defendant and they are able to submit further
evidence or supporting documents as a response. “
“After this the Labour court allows the defendant to reply to
the claimant’s reply to defence and the supporting documents,”
Manish Narayan states.
“In some cases at this stage the court will allow further written
submissions or if the matter is complicated they may appoint an
expert to assess it. This expert will then formulate their report
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based on meetings they have had with the parties and will submit
it to the Labour court for review and judgment, “ Manish Narayan
states.
“The Labour court will then provide a written judgment. Parties
may within 30 days of receiving the initial judgment, file an appeal
with the Court of Appeal. There is further potential to file an appeal
to the Court of Cassation after which the decision can no longer
be appealed and is considered final. If there are no appeals and/
or the judgment is final, the party with the favourable judgment
may proceed to the execution phase.”
“However, if the dispute relates to a free zone,” states Abdulla
Ishnaneh. “The free zone (or at least most free zones) have a
department which is equivalent to the Labour Office which
examines the dispute before referring it to court.”
“The Labour Office’s (or its free zone equivalent’s main objective is to try and resolve the matter amicably before the matter
is referred to court. In addition, in the DIFC Courts, there is a
Small Claims Tribunal which is frequently used for employment
disputes as it offers a cheaper litigation route since the parties
do not need to have legal representation, although there are limits
on the amounts which can be claimed.”

“To prevent any other potential conflict between the Ministry of
Labour contract and the employment contract in the home jurisdiction, it is therefore common in practice for the local employer
and the secondee to enter into a separate contract which includes
additional terms on the employee benefits which may not be
covered within Federal Law No. 8/1980,” states Manish Narayan
of Galadari Advocates and Legal Consultants.
“However, it must be noted that although this side contract
may be governed by UAE law, it may not be enforceable before
the Ministry of Labour or the local courts if it does not comply
with Federal Law No. 8/1980.”
“As a result some parties may choose to have these side agreement governed by the law of the employee’s home jurisdiction (if
this is allowed),” states Manish Narayan of Galadari Advocates &
Legal Consultants.
“Having agreements of this type in place can address any
benefits or rights conflicting with the employment agreement
in the home jurisdiction during the period of secondment (such
as continuation of employment with the foreign employer, or
payment of pension instead of receiving a gratuity in the UAE
after secondment).”

SECONDMENTS
“Even if an employee has been seconded there is no way to waive
the application of local law and secondees are considered a
normal employee of the local entity,” states Manish Narayan. “In
such cases, the secondee will have the same rights under Federal
Law No. 8/1980. This can lead to complications and conflicts such
as the secondee being entitled to both a gratuity under Federal
Law No. 8/1980, and a pension in their home jurisdiction.”

WORKING FOR OTHERS
“Once a secondee is provided with a work permit, they are not
allowed to work for more than one employer simultaneously unless
the requisite permission has been obtained from the Ministry of
Labour (which is limited to very certain circumstances),”Manish
Narayan states.
“As a result, any employee caught working from another location
or working for a company other than their sponsor will along with
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their employers be in breach of immigration laws and Labour
Laws.”
“In addition, a secondee may not perform any work which is
inconsistent with the activities listed on their local employer’s
trade license.”
SECONDMENT AGREEMENTS
“In order to ensure the smooth flowing of their business, although
not required, if a secondment takes place it is best that there is
an agreement in place between the foreign employer and the local
employer,” states Manish Narayanof Galadari Advocates & Legal
Consultants, “This agreement will generally set out amongst other
things, the terms and details on the management of the employee
by the local employer and should ideally address any dual employment issues.”
“This agreement could also cover the waiver of any gratuity
payment in the UAE for continuation of the gratuity or pension
under the home jurisdiction,” Manish Narayan of Galadari adds.
“It could also cover the amount payable to the employee, responsibility for disciplinary matters, matters that the local employer
may have to report to the foreign employer and other areas such
as requirements for approving leave.”
“When considering a secondment, there are various decisions
parties may need to take depending on the circumstance of the
secondment, Some of the common areas include the location of the
secondment, the necessary requirements to obtain local sponsorship, secondment duration and management, formulating a process
for effective communication between the parties, termination and
conditions for termination of the secondment, and liability of a party
in breach during the secondment,” Manish Narayan concludes.
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The Year of Zayed

Inspiration for the
Next Generation
In the last of a series to mark the Year of Zayed and the contribution of the UAE’s founder
Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, Editorial Consultant, Claire Melvin reviews some
of the many imaginative ways businesses, residents, government departments and
charitable organisations in the UAE have been inspired by his legacy in their own
commemorative projects.

W

hen the Year of Zayed began at the start of 2018, the
aim was to celebrate the centenary of the birth of the
UAE’s founder Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan
by educating and creating greater awareness of his
achievements locally, regionally and internationally, to reinforce
his status as a source of national pride and a symbol of what the
UAE stands for around the world, raise his profile as a world leader
but possibly most importantly, to celebrate and honour his legacy
through projects and initiatives which were consistent with his values and vision.
What has been amazing is the waythe Year of Zayed has caught
the imagination of both organisations and individuals throughout the country, who have taken up the challenge to do some18 | Emirates Law Business & Practice | December 2018

thing inspired by Sheikh Zayed’s core values. Large numbers of
individual people, companies, charities, community groups and
public sector bodies have worked on a huge range and of diverse
projects. Here are details of a few of the initiatives which have
taken place this year.
TREE PLANTING
Sheikh Zayed was famous for his love of trees and determination
to make the desert bloom. So perhaps it was not suprising that
many of those inspired to commemorate his birth saw this as the
best possble tribute. Of particular note was the work of Salem Al
Qaidi, the owner of Al Qaidi Farms who donated 100,000 local varieties of trees which were planted across the UAE during the Year

of Zayed. However, he was not alone. Students, faculty and staff
at the HCT-Al Ain Men’s campus (AAM) followed suit in March with
a Palm Tree Planting Event of their own as did the British Embassy
in the UAE who also celebrated the Sheikh’s environmental work
by a commemorative tree planting.
COMMUNTIY SUPPPORT AND COHESION
Despite his personal wealth Sheikh Zayed became known for both
wanting to see people of all backgrounds come together and his
wish to help those less fortunate. This was the inspiration for the
Dar Al Ber Society who decided to set up a ‘Happiness Van’ in honour
of Sheikh Zayed ‘s work on bringing communities together. The idea
behind the van was that everyone deserved to be happy. During the
year it visited local communities and volunteers and society officials distributed goody bags of food and snacks to underprivelged
workers, along with gifts including shoes and fabric. Others establishing a charitable initiative included the Health First Pharmacies
who honoured the Year of Zayed by signing a cooperation agreement with the Emirates Red Crescent charity to supply healthcare
products to the charity’s headquarters at specially discounted
prices. A similar approach was taken by Etihad Airlines who in May
with the support of the Emirates Red Crescent, Khalifa Foundation and the HH Sheikh
Sultan bin Khalifa Al Nahyan
Humanitarian and Scientific
Foundation began operating
humanitarian cargo flights
in specially branded Year of
Zayed freight planes which
delivered supplies to countries in need.
FOUNDER’s MEMORIAL
Some of the projects were
more about providing a
permanent and visible memorial to Sheikh Zayed. The Founder’s
Memorial on the Abu Dhabi Corniche, for example is a three dimensional portrait of Sheikh Zayed made up of over 1,300 shapes
suspended from over 1,000 cables. When the sunsets the shapes
take the form of little stars depicting the way Sheikh Zayed acted
as a guiding light to the nation.
PIONEERING TECHNOLOGY
Sheikh Zayed was an innovator and it was this which inspired one
of the most visible celebrations of the Year of Zayed.
The Wasl Asset Management Group entered the Guiness Book
of Records when it created the World’s largest aerial projection,
with an aerial screen which was 300 feet long which flew across
the Dubai skyline towed by a helicopter while another helicopter projected a film about the Year of Zayed. Augmented reality
tracking and live mapping was used to ensure the screen could
be seen up to 3km away as it travelled on its 90 minute journey.
SPORTING LEGACY
Sheikh Zayed was a keen sportsman who saw sport as a means of
engaging communities. This was what inspired the Armed Forces
Club and Hotel to set up an annual sporting tournament during
the Year of Zayed which going forward will take place during
Ramadan. This year’s event included a range of sports including
basketball, swimming, shooting, judo and for the less active a

chess tournament. Over 36,000 athletes participated from 20
local and international teams, and were watched by over 37,000
visitors, and as the event’s organisers had hoped the event did
help with community engagement.
SUPPORTING EDUCATION
Support for the education of both boys and girls was probably one
of Sheikh Zayed’s most important initiatives. Taking this theme
the Federal Authority for Government Human Resources decided
to honour Sheikh Zayed’s educational work by making March the
Month of Reading. This included reading campaigns and sending
books to Federal Government employees to help encourage
reading in the home. However, they were not the only ones eager
to combine the promotion of reading and spread of awareness of
Sheikh Zayed’s achievements and values as the Esteraht Sayedat
ladies’ reading club organised monthly sessions to discuss books
on Sheikh Zayed, and invited writers who had authored publications about the founding father to discuss their works.
The year has also seen a host of competitions being run to
encourage school children to use themes from the Year of
Zayed in an innovative and creative way. One such competition
is being run by the GEMS schools in the UAE. Each of the GEMS
schools has been challenged to develop
and implement a
student-led project
that celebrates and
honours the legacy
of the late Sheikh
Zayed by following
his vision and values.
The children are being
encouraged to design,
develop and implement a project that
has a positive impact on their communities while also celebrating Sheikh Zayed’s values.
TOLERANCE
Finally, in May Christians and Muslims in the UAE came together
to celebrate an inter-faith iftar which was organised to celebrate
the Year of Zayed and the founder’s religious tolerance under the
theme ‘Because We Care’. The event was attended by over 200
people who celebrated Sheikh Zayed’s desire for Christians and
Muslims to understand each other and learn from each other, which
was also the aim of the iftar gathering.
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EMPLOYMENT | EMIRATISATION

The Evolution
of Emiratisation
A recent Ministerial Decree has shown the UAE authorities are moving
forward with their plans to help increase national participation in the
private sector work force. Joanna Matthews-Taylor of Baker McKenzie
Habib Al Mulla explains how the Emiratisation regime is changing.
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I

t has long been a priority of the UAE government to
attract UAE nationals to the private sector as a means
of ensuring in the future the Emirates will not be heavily
dependent on expatriate labour. As a result, preference
for the employment to UAE nationals is enshrined in the
UAE Labour Law (Federal Law No. 8/1980), although
Emiratisation laws and regulations are not currently
enforced in the free zones. The Emiratisation initiative
continues to be high on their agenda with the UAE Vision 2021
plan confirming the Government’s commitment to achieving
a high level of UAE national participation in private sector
companies and recent laws including Ministerial Decree No.
212/2018 (Regulation of Employing Nationals in the Private
Sector) implementing this aim.
QUOTAS
Initially, the Emiratisation laws were largely focused on
imposing ‘quotas’ for the recruitment and employment of
UAE nationals. For example, Ministerial Resolutions were
issued requiring private commercial companies (employing
more than 50 employees), banks and insurance companies to
recruit 2%, 4% and 5% levels of nationals respectively. While
these quotas have been effective in increasing the numbers
of UAE nationals in these sectors (particularly in the banking
and insurance sectors where Emiratisation targets are actively
monitored by the UAE Central Bank and UAE Insurance Authority), it was recogniseed that quotas have their limitations so the
UAE Government introduced further new measures which were
designed to encourage the genuine recruitment and contribution
of UAE nationals in high quality roles.
MHRE CLASSIFICATION
As a result in 2010, a classification system was introduced
which grouped companies into categories 1-3 (where 1 was the
highest level). Employers who complied with Emiratisation
and general cultural diversity requirements and employed
a significant number of skilled workers were placed in the
higher categories and the higher the classification a company
had the better its reputation with the authorities would
be, which could mean as a result, the company was eligible
for certain benefits like lower fees for Ministry of Human
Resources and Emiratisation (MHRE) applications.
TAWTEEN
Recently, the authorities have taken a step further with the
implemented an initiative called ‘Tawteen’. This is essentially an
online Emirati recruitment portal which is designed to connect
UAE national jobseekers with private sector companies looking
to recruit. The UAE nationals are required to upload their
profiles or CVs onto the Portal. Companies recruiting are then
required to log into a separate online system and list their
vacancy. A comparative search is then run between the job
listing and the Portal, and if qualified UAE national candidates
are found the company is notified to schedule interviews
with these candidates. If the company wishes to reject a
UAE national candidate, the rejection has to be submitted to
the Portal, listing specific reasons why that candidate was not
successful. Only after this has been completed can the company
recruit a non-UAE national into the position. It is important to
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issued on how such interviews should be conducted. The Decree
does not reiterate the previous obligation to inform and obtain
the approval of the MHRE before terminating a UAE national’s
employment. However, we would nevertheless recommend notifying the MHRE prior to any dismissal taking place.

note that if this process is not followed, the company may face
visa blocks, preventing it from hiring any new staff.
The Government has targeted approximately 2,000 companies
across a variety of industries who must use the Tawteen portal,
and numbers of firms covered by this are expected to increase, as
the scope of the scheme widens. As part of the Tawteen recruitment programme, the MHRE also offers membership to a Tawteen
Partners Club to businesses who fulfill certain conditions (including achieving necessary Emiratisation percentages) . Members of
this club receive special privileges or ‘red carpet’ services such as
priority in transactions and free awareness-raising workshops.
RECRUITMENT TO SPECIFIC ROLES
Some employers, for example, construction and industrial companies
employing more than 500 employees are also obliged to employ a
UAE national as an occupational health and safety officer. In addition,
if a company employs more than 1,000 employees, it must employ
two UAE nationals to access and input data into the MHRE’s electronic system in order to obtain work permits. Failure to comply with
these obligations will result in the company being unable to obtain
new work permits and (potentially) facing further financial penalties.
MINISTERIAL DECREE NO. 212/2018
Ministerial Decree No. 212/2018 has replaced both Ministerial Decree
No. 293/2015 and Ministerial Decree No. 179/2009 (which previously
regulated these issues) but has also built on their provisions. The aim
of this new law is to ensure the fair and appropriate working conditions for UAE nationals and protect them from unfair dismissal. The
Decree confirms that employers must also apply for work permits
for UAE national employees. When this application is approved the
MHRE will then issue the employer with an employment contract,
Absher card and copy of the Guide of the Rights and Obligations of
Private Sector Workers. The MHRE will also provide the employee’s
details to the General Pension and Social Security Authority (GPSSA)
(or local pension fund if this is applicable). If the UAE national requires
upskilling in order to meet the expectations of the role, the Decree
states the MHRE will source the appropriate training. The Decree
also states the employee’s working environment will be monitored
by the MHRE to ensure it is suitable and the employer is complying
with all the relevant pension and insurance obligations. It is expected
all UAE nationals will be employed on two-year fixed term contracts
which are renewable at the mutual consent of the parties. There is no
automatic obligation on the employer to renew but any termination
must be dealt with in accordance with the existing legal framework
regulating termination of contracts.
On termination or expiry of the employment contract, the
Decree adds a new requirement that the employer completes an
‘exit interview’ report to identify the reasons for termination or
non-renewal of employment. Further guidance is expected to be
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TERMINATION
However, any termination of an employee’s option is unlawful if:
• the termination is not based on one of the criteria set out in
Article 120 of Federal Law No. 8/1980;
• the employer has retained a non-national employee in the same
role as the UAE national or terminated the UAE national in
order to replace them with a non-national;
• the termination is unrelated to the UAE national’s work (or as
a result of the employee raising a genuine complaint with the
authorities); or
• the employer has failed to comply with the exit interview process
or the rules governing termination of employment.
PENALTIES
There are onerous provisions in the Decree if the employment is
unlawfully terminated by the employer or employee. These include
the folllowing:
• the MHRE may refer the dispute to the labour court (which may
award compensation depending on the merits of the case);
• the UAE national’s priority may be down-graded in the national
jobseekers’ register;
• there may be a suspension of issuing new work permits to the
employer for up to six months.
If these steps are taken and termination is planned and
executed properly then the risk of falling foul of the all too
common perils and pitfalls of this process can be mitigated and
a client’s risks minimised. A fine of 20,000 AED per incident may
also be imposed on any company which breaches the terms of
the decree; fails to reinstate an employee after they have been
found to have been unlawfully terminated and ordered to do so
by the MHRE; fails to pay applicable pension contributions to the
GPSSA on behalf of any national they employ; or is consider as
‘not earnest regarding Emiratisation’ which could cover situations
where a company is not focused on the genuine recruitment of UAE
national employees. Ministerial Decree No. 212/2018 is the latest
in a long line of steps aimed at driving Emiratisation forward.
Further Emiratisation laws are expected in light of the continuing focus on increasing nationalisation in the private sector, so
employers must keep up to date with, monitor and record their
compliance with these Emiratisation obligations.
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The UAE
Employment Cycle

I

Mohammed Majid and Harkee Wilson of CMS explain the steps to take
before recruiting or seconding staff in the UAE.

f you are taking on staff in the UAE, there are various time
consuming procedures which need to be followed, including
the new legal requirement to issue a job letter, which make
it important to get the ball rolling early and understand the
process.
EMPLOYMENT AND VISA
For any foreign nationals (non-GCC nationals) the right to reside
and work in the UAE is directly linked to their employment and the
issue of a residency visa (under the sponsorship of a UAE employer)
and having a valid work permit. A written employment contract
between a UAE entity and the employee must be provided to the
relevant authorities before the individual’s residence visa and
work permit are issued. This direct employment relationship is
governed by UAE law and recognised by the relevant authorities
in the UAE.
However, this direct employment relationship can create
complications for employees who are being seconded to the UAE

on a short to medium term basis, as it will entitle them to certain
rights under the UAE labour law (Federal Law No. 8/1980). One of
the most notable, is that after one year’s service in the UAE, the
employee will become entitled under the UAE labour law to an
end of service gratuity payment or pension, which is payable on
termination of their employment with the UAE entity.
These rights should be fully understood and arrangements
agreed before the employee moves out to the UAE. For example,
while an end of service gratuity is mandatory under the UAE labour
law, it is possible to obtain a waiver in cases where the seconded
employee will continue to receive pension contributions of at
least equivalent value in their home jurisdiction and if the required
formalities are completed at the time they enter into the UAE
employment arrangement. There are also other areas of potential
conflict if the seconded employee’s existing employment contract
continues to run in parallel with the required UAE employment
contract so such matters will need to be dealt with in a secondment agreement or something similar.
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EMPLOYMENT LOCATION
It is also important to give some thought to the location of
employment at an early stage, in order to ensure business needs
are properly addressed and which employment legislation and
governmental authorities will be relevant is properly understood.
The UAE is divided into seven Emirates, which are further
divided into ‘on-shore’ and ‘off-shore’ areas or free zones, which
allow, amongst other things, 100% foreign ownership and tax
relief. Some of the free zones have their own employment law
regulations (such as the DIFC and ADGM), but the majority are
subject to the federal labour laws. The relevant authority for a
specific employee will be the free zone authority in the case of
those located in off-shore or free zones, or the Ministry of Human
Resources and Emiratization (MHRE), which was previously known
as the Ministry of Labour for on-shore companies.
These authorities are responsible for issuing the relevant residency visas and work permits and these visas and work permits
only permit the employee to work from that particular area (i.e.
employees with visas and work permits issued by a freezone
authority are not permitted to work onshore or in anotherfree
zone). Therefore, care must be taken where employees are working
across multiple offices in the UAE as the relevant authorities are
known to conduct spot checks to ensure employees working in a
given office hold the correct work permit for that location.
JOB OFFER LETTERS
Regulations governing the issue of job offer letters prior to an
employee entering into an employment contract were issued in 2015,
but have only recently been required in practice by the authorities.
For on-shore companies, the MHRE now requires a job offer letter
to be signed by both parties and approved by the MHRE before
the employee signs a full employment contract. These letters set
out the key employment provisions and provide an annex detailing
employee’s main rights. An employment contract cannot be filed
with the MHRE unless a corresponding job offer (with matching
terms) has also been approved.
Our understanding is that the idea of the job offer letter is
to prevent companies ‘luring’ employees to the UAE on false
pretences, and then offering them employment on substantially
less favourable terms on arrival .
While an employee can arrive in the UAE before the job offer
letter is filed and approved, it is recommended that this process is
started beforehand to avoid any complications once an employee
is already in the country.
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT
An employment contract is required to be filed for each employee
with the relevant authority before the employee’s residency
visa and work permit is issued. Most authorities insist on their
standard form employment contract, which are generally a three
page ‘fill in the blanks’ style employment contract, the form of
which cannot be amended. However, certain free zone authorities (such as the Dubai Creative Clusters Authority and the Dubai
Multi Commodities Centre) permit employment contracts in other
forms, provided they are accompanied by a written statement that
they are in accordance with applicable local labour laws.
Given the limited scope of this official employment contract,
it is common practice to have an additional long form contract,
which can include additional provisions such as employee benefits,
overtime payment, restrictive covenants and garden leave. As
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this employment contract is not filed with the authorities, there
is more flexibility on the drafting, although it should be noted that
if any of the provisions are not in accordance with the applicable
labour laws, they will not be enforceable in the UAE.
In the case of seconded employees, a long form secondment
agreement will also need to address any conflicts with any existing
home country employment agreement for the period while the
employee is working in the UAE.
This article gives a very general overview of some of the key considerations when hiring or seconding employees to the UAE. However,
specific advice should be sought when seconding employees, as the
requirements in the UAE will be dependent on the specific circumstances.
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Branching Out
The decision to establish a new UAE business as a branch or a new
corporate legal entity will have different implications for any cross border
employees the business may have, as the Employment Team of Hadef &
Partners explain.

A

ccording to the UAE Ministry of Economy’s Annual
Economic Report 2017, the Emirates’ 2016 total
workforce was approximately 6,300,000 comprised
of individuals from over 200 countries. A considerable
number of this workforce were employees who were transferred
from countries governed by different laws and customs to those
of the UAE. Whenever a multinational company decides to open
up in a new country, legal considerations involving the cross border
employment of their staff inevitably arise and in this respect the
UAE is no different.
UAE Corporate Presence
When a foreign company chooses the UAE as a new destination
for its business, in most cases, they will need to set up a corporate
presence in the UAE according to UAE laws. The local entity they
decide to establish can be in different legal forms and in different
locations in the UAE. For example, it might be situated ‘onshore’ so
would be governed by the UAE Commercial Companies Law, Federal
Law No. 2/2015 or could be situated in one of the free zone areas
so will be wholly or partly governed by the relevant law governing

companies within that free zone. However, irrespective of the local
entity’s location (whether onshore or in a free zone) the entity can
(to the extent relevant to this entity) take two forms. It will either be
established as a branch of the overseas company, which will mean
that the local entity is legally an extension of the overseas company;
or established as a new corporate legal entity, with a separate
identity to the overseas company. Either of these two options can
have a substantial effect on the business’ cross border employment
considerations. Any existing employees sent to the UAE to manage
the new local entity, will become employees of the local entity, and
a series of issues will need to be considered by both the transferred
employees and their employer.
PREPARATION
Improper handling of cross border employment can have
serious ramifications, so it is important that from the outset the
employer understands the overseas employment cycle, has a good
understanding of UAE employment law as well as the approach of
the UAE Courts to labour disputes and finally there needs to be a well
drafted contract that clearly sets out the legal relationship between
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the employee, the overseas company, and the local entity. Failure
to appropriately deal with these areas can open both the overseas
company and the local entity to dual employment rights, multiple
court jurisdictions, conflict of laws and non-compliance with UAE
laws and regulations.
CONTINuity OF EMPLOYMENT
One of the key issues when relocating an employee from the overseas
company to a local entity is continuity of employment. The overseas
company can opt to either continue the employment relationship
between itself and the employee during the relocation period while
the employee is also employed by the local entity or (subject to
applicable laws) terminate the employment relationship, settle
all their existing labour entitlements and start a new employment
relationship between the local entity and the employee.
COMPLIANCE WITH UAE LAW
Regardless of whether the employment relationship between
the overseas company and the transferred employee is
continued or terminated, the local entity must comply with
the regulations governing employment in the UAE for all those
it employs. This includes ensuring the employee has a valid
resident visa and a work permit. Failing to do this can lead to
penalties of up to 102,000 AED and in some cases the risk of
imprisonment for both the employee and the general manager of
the local entity.
REMUNERATION
One crucial point with cross border employment is determining which
entity will pay the employee’s salary. Some employers prefer to
keep the salary payment arrangements unchanged so the overseas
company continues to make monthly salary payments into the
employee’s bank account in the foreign country or via international
wire transfer to the employee’s bank account in the UAE.
However, if the local entity is established in UAE onshore areas
or in the Jebel Ali Free Zone, it will need to comply with Ministerial
Resolution No 788 /2009 or the Jebel Ali Free Zones Employment
Rules and Regulations and pay salaries in accordance with the
Wages Protection System. This requires employers to transfer
the employee’s salary into a UAE bank account in the UAE currency.
TERMINATION
Most of the issues which arise in relation to cross border employment in the UAE come to light on the termination of the employment relationship.
Depending on the circumstances, on termination, the employee
could potentially bring claims against both the overseas company
and the local entity for arbitrary dismissal and end of service
gratuity. In addition, the UAE Courts may have the jurisdiction to
accept the employee’s claim against both the overseas company
and the local entity.
More importantly, the Courts may extend the application of
Federal Law No. 8/1980 to the relationship between the overseas
company (in the foreign jurisdiction) and the employee, even if the
relationship began before the employee transferred to the local
entity (in the UAE).
The employee may also try to bring a claim in another jurisdiction if the employment rights and entitlements in that country are
more favourable that those in the UAE.
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DUBAI COURT PRACTICE
The Dubai Court of Cassation (Case 190/193 of 2016) addressed a
number of these termination matters. This case involved, a multinational company with several offices around the world which
had decided to set up a branch in Dubai to run its business in the
Middle East. The company’s head office in Paris sent one of its
senior employees from its London office to Dubai to become the
director of sales of the Dubai office.
This employee had worked for the multinational company in
both London and Paris since 2005. In 2013, he was relocated to
Dubai.

The company asked the Court to dismiss the case on the basis
that the UAE Courts lacked jurisdiction and Federal Law No.
8/1980 was not applicable to the period between 2005 to 2013
(the overseas employment period). The company claimed that
the contract governing the overseas employment period gave
exclusive jurisdiction to the English Courts. They also argued
that the employee should not be entitled to any end of service
gratuity under Federal Law No. 8/1980 for the overseas employment period.
However, the Dubai Court of First Instance, and later the Dubai
Court of Cassation, found that the Dubai Courts did have jurisdiction over the matter, relying on Article 21 of Federal Law No.
11/1992. The Court awarded the employee their end of service
gratuity based on their full length of service , i.e. they included the
overseas employment period which was eight years. The Court
ruled against both the Paris office and the Dubai office, jointly
and severally.
BRANCH IMPACT
The Dubai Court’s rationale for this judgment was that the Dubai
office was a branch which was part of (and therefore wholly owned
by) the Paris office.
In addition, the employment relationship between the Paris
office and the employee had not ceased. On the contrary, the Paris
office had continued to oversee the relationship with the employee
after their reassignment to the Dubai office and continued to pay
their salary and issue instructions to them.
Employers with cross border employees should be aware of
this case as it demonstrates the potentially substantial financial
consequences which can occur if employers fail to fully consider
or modify terms relating to overseas employment.

However, in 2014, both companies (the head office in Paris and
its Dubai branch) decided to terminate the employee and the
employee filed a labour case with the Dubai Court of First Instance
in relation to their severance pay.
Although the Dubai office had paid the employee his entitlements and end of service gratuity for the period between 2013 and
2014 (when the employee was working in the UAE), the employee
filed a claim with the Court, claiming the end of service gratuity
under Federal Law No. 8/1980 for the full nine years of service
(from 2005 when he started his employment overseas until 2014
when he was terminated in Dubai).

EXTENSION OF UAE LABOUR LAW
For the Court to extend the application of Federal Law No. 8/1980
and take jurisdiction over a dispute, two main points are normally
considered.
The first is the legal relationship between the overseas company
and the local entity; and the second is the continuity of employment between the overseas company and the employee following
the employee’s transfer to the UAE.
This issue mainly arises if the employee has been transferred
from an overseas company to its branch in the UAE and where
the overseas company has decided to continue its relationship
with the transferred employee and continued to supervise their
employment together with the local entity (rather than terminating the overseas employment and beginning a new relationship
with the local entity).
POINTS TO CHECK
As a result, companies which wish to set up operations in the UAE
should take legal advice at the earliest possible opportunity, and
that advice should include advice on the best corporate structure
and the most appropriate legal form for establishing their local
entity.
They should then consider the employment arrangements associated with their chosen corporate setup.
This advice can help limit potential issues that could otherwise
arise in relation to business operations.
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Restrictive

Whether employers are able to enforce restrictive covenants against
employees who have stolen confidential information or are engaging in
unfair business activities following termination of employment can be
a complex question in the UAE, as Luke Tapp and Ruth Stephen of
Pinsent Masons explain.
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Cov

venants

A

lthough the loss of talent and key employees poses one of the
greatest threats to the future success of any business, this is an
area that is often overlooked in this region until the employee has
already resigned. As the UAE continues to diversify into a thriving
knowledge-based economy, human capital has never been so important.
Expo 2020 will also create even more jobs, making it is now more important
that employers prevent their best employees from accepting a role with a
competitor, and then walking away with confidential information, business
secrets and even customers, clients and projects.
POST TERMINATION RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS
One way of doing this is by including post-termination restrictive covenants
within the employment contract. Federal Law No. 8 /1980 (the UAE Labour
Law) expressly permits employers to include restrictive covenants in employment contracts preventing employees from engaging in unfair competitive
business activities following the termination of their employment. The most
common forms are non-compete covenants which prevent departing employees from joining a competitor; non-solicitation covenants, which prevent soliciting clients; and non-poaching covenants, which prevent poaching or recruiting
ex-colleagues. However, due to the unequal bargaining power between the

employee and employer, Federal Law No. 8/1980 (UAE Labour Law)
and Federal Law No. 5/1985 (UAE Civil Code) require certain basic
conditions to be satisfied for the restrictive covenants to be enforceable. Before including them in the employment contract, the employer
should carefully consider what aspects of its business they are trying
to protect. Covenants should also be tailored to individual employees.
For example, it is unlikely a non-compete restriction would be enforceable against a junior employee with little or no access to company
confidential information. Even where an employer can demonstrate
that the restriction is lawful, the ability to enforce them in practice
depends on the employer being able to demonstrate financial loss.
An employer’s remedy is limited to a claim in damages where they
have to show that the employee’s breach has caused them to suffer
financial loss. However, damages might not always be sufficient, and
the ex-employee might continue to cause additional harm. Therefore,
employers might seek protection under the UAE Penal Code which
makes it a criminal offence for an employee to disclose company confidential information to a third party. This is an ongoing duty insofar
as confidential information cannot be disclosed at any time during
or post employment termination. Liability can also attach under
the UAE Cyber-Crimes Law where data is released via electronic
portals. An alternative strategy is to place an employee on garden
leave during their notice period due to their seniority, but by taking
this additional step, the employee will be cut off from the business,
no longer carry out any work or be permitted to attend the office
during this time. These important measures provide a transitional
period to protect client relationships and the employer’s reputation
in the market. Restrictive covenants can go a log way to protecting
business interests but employers must be careful with the wording
of the restrictive covenants at the point of recruitment and of course
during an exit process. There are also alternative measures which
employers may adopt to protect their business. One of the challenges
for companies operating in the Region is that during times of economic
pressure or even growth periods, there are always reasons for employers to try to recruit the best talent from competing organisations.
Therefore, restrictive covenants are a topic which all employers must
be aware of.
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“That can mean suggesting
regulations and procedures
to improve and enhance
performance. Furthermore, it
might also include introducing
new laws, rules and regulations to
ensure the necessary workflow is
in place to achieve the Ministry’s
vision of ‘A labour market that
empowers Emiratis and attracts
talents from all over the world.’”
His Excellency Saif Al Suwaidi,
Under-Secretary for Human Resources
Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation
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s Under Secretary of Human Resources at the Ministry
of Human Resources and Emiratisation (MOHRE),
His Excellency Saif Al Suwaidi has a number of
key tasks. These include developing the Ministry’s
policies, strategic plans and operational programmes. He is also
responsible for the following up of the ministry’s performance
and the empowerment of the different sectors to ensure the
implementation of their strategic and operational functions and
improve services to achieve customer happiness. That can mean
suggesting regulations and procedures to improve and enhance
performance, and furthermore it might also include introducing
new laws, rules and regulations to ensure the necessary workflow
is in place to achieve the Ministry’s vision of ‘A labour market that
empowers Emiratis and attracts talents from all over the world’,
aiming to achieve the goals set down in the UAE Vision 2021
National Agenda.
WHAT ARE THE MAIN CHALLENGES YOU FACE IN ACHIEVING
THE MINISTRY’S STRATEGIC GOALS?
“Of course there are challenges,” states His Excellency Saif Al
Suwaidi. “However, despite the challenges we faced in the past
decades, the Ministry has made many significant achievements
which have helped in strengthening the UAE’s global position and
has seen our country achieve first place globally in 11 competitive
indexes, second place globally in retaining talents, fifth place in equal
opportunities and eleventh in labour market efficiency.”
“In the early days our most notable challenges were the limited
human and financial resources in a growing economy and the
consequent growth in the number of both employees and private
companies while most of the Ministry’s services and procedures
were paper-based and undocumented in addition, the geographic distribution of service centres across the country was very
limited, service quality was low as was customer satisfaction.”
“However, I am pleased to say that the Ministry has been able to
overcome these challenges by simplifying procedures, reducing
the time of service delivery and improving customer experience.
The Ministry has entrusted its services to six types of specialist
centres, which has also helped create new job opportunities for
citizens with good salaries and helped increase governmental
efficiency and productivity,” His Excellency adds. “Services for
customers are now provided from just a single visit and a single
location anywhere around the clock. In addition, outsourcing has
allowed the Ministry to devote more attention to policy-making.”
What ACHIEVEMENTS HAVE YOU BEEN MOST PROUD OF?
”Teamwork is the most important feature of our work at MOHRE.
It was based on that, we were able to launch outsourcing centres
in partnership with the private sector to improve customer
experience and raise their happiness levels,” Al Suwaidi states.
“This has also enabled us to upgrade service delivery efficiency
and accommodate a national and highly professional workforce,
as I mentioned earlier the Ministry has entrusted its services
to six specialist centres known as Tasheel, Tadbeer, Taqyeem,
Tawafuq, Tawjeeh, and Tawseel. I am also proud of the way we
have succeeded in developing the Ministry’s smart application
that serves more than 5 million workers and led to us winning
The Mohammed bin Rashid Government Excellence Award Smart Government Category 2017, the Arab eGovernment Shield
Award, the Best M-Government Service Award at the World
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Government Summit 2015, 2016, 2018, and recently the Smart
Government Shield Award ‘Kuwait’ as the best government
application at Arab Ministries level, and the Excellence Award
for Arab Government Achievements.”
“One of our significant accomplishments has been the launch of
the ‘Smart Telecommunication System,’ which was the first of its
kind in the Federal Government, “ Al Suwaidi states. “As a result of
this project we won the Smart Government Shield 2017 in Egypt.
We have also developed an insurance policy for employees in the
private sector which has helped reduce the cost of doing business.
Furthermore, we have a number of labour market policies and
legislations which I am also proud of.”
ADVICE TO INVESTORS COMING TO THE UAE and what are
the most important issues that must be taken into
account to ensure compliance with the UAE labour
law and as well as to achieve their desired goals
“The UAE labour market is characterised by its flexibility, its global
competitiveness and the easiness of its procedures, which help
attract investors from around the globe,“ states Al Suwaidi.
“Having investors fulfilling their legal obligations to employees
is a fundamental pillar for MOHRE. The Ministry is keen to ensure
employers’ interests and at the same time provide adequate
protection for the rights of employees, hence MOHRE implements
an integrated system of legislations, policies and smart systems
which help establish transparent and balanced work relationships
between the parties and help preserve the rights of both parties.”
“I would like to pay tribute here to the conscious awareness of
the UAE private sector to adhere and be compliant with the labour
relations federal law and relevant ministerial decrees.”
Would you brief us on the penalties that can be imposed
by MoHRE when a case of labour law violation HAS
occurred and BEEN monitored by labour inspectors?
“At the beginning it is worth noting that the key goal for those
penalties is to deter violators and encourage everyone to abide by
the law. The implementation of the penalties and fines imposed by
the ministry is regulated by the UAE Labour relations law and the
cabinet decrees including but not limited to, a number of violations
that can be monitored such as fake Emiratisation, non-payment of
wages in a timely manner through the Wages Protection System
(WPS), fines can also be imposed in the case of non-compliance
with the Summer noon work ban , and submission of false or
vexatious reports claiming that the worker is absent from work
without an acceptable reason for a period that exceeds the period
allowed by the law along with other stipulated offences.“
“With a proactive approach and seeking to reduce the number of
labour violations , MOHRE launched a new smart inspection system
which looks into an establishment’s data recorded with the Ministry
and analyses this data according to the degree of risk based on 13 risk
factors, then classifies the establishments into five levels in regard
to their compliance with the law and identifies follow-up priorities for
inspectors on a daily basis. Inspectors have been equipped with new
smart inspection devices to ensure speed and accuracy of inspection
procedures on the targeted establishments.”
WHAT ARE THE PLANS FOR EMIRATISATION?
”As previously stated our vision is ‘A UAE labour market that
empowers Emiratis and attracts talents from around the world.’

“The Ministry is keen
to ensure employers’
interests and at the
same time provide
adequate protection
for the rights of
employees.”

To achieve this vision, we are implementing a wide range of
policies and programmes designed to encourage citizens to
join the private sector,” His Excellency states. “For example, we
have accelerated qualitative Emiratisation by targeting four vital
economic sectors - telecommunications, technology, aviation,
transport, real estate development and the service centre sector,
based on specific criteria designed to increase Emiratisation in
newly created jobs. “
“We are also increasing incentives through the Nationalisation
Partners Club, which helps provide flexibility in Emiratising jobs
in strategic sectors and enhances incentives granted to member
companies to encourage them to increase their Emiratisation
rates and contribute to achieving qualitative Emiratisation in
such facilities. “
“Another area is innovative employment, “ His Excellency
states. “This is where the Ministry has developed new business
models with innovative solutions to overcome some of the
challenges that face the employment of citizens in the private
sector, one of which is the ‘Creation of Telework System’ and
the other is the ‘Self-Employment Model’. An e-portal for selfemployment - Emiratisation Portal, has also been established
which is an interactive platform for UAE nationals who have
technical and professional skills, public institutions and the
private sector. We have also created an e-portal that allows

private business to advertise available career opportunities in
return for good salaries on it, so citizens can offer their services
to the public for a specific income. “
“In addition, we have also established the National Programme
for Employment in the Private Sector,” His Excellency adds. “This
has two phases the first of which is bringing into force Article
14 of the Labour Relations Law and the second is the targeted
qualitative Emiratisation of a number of jobs. However, raising
community awareness of the importance of working in the private
sector is also vital and we have a project called ‘Make your own
decision to shape your future in the Private Sector.”
“Decision No. 212 on ‘Regulating Nationals’ work in the Private
Sector,’ which regulates procedures and steps for nationals’
employment in MOHRE registered Private Sector facilities has
also been established, along with a follow-up mechanism after
joining a workplace and a labour disputes solving mechanism. “
“There is no doubt that both training and education have significant importance and this is an area where we have a whole host
of initiatives including the Wajehni programme which is a field
summer training in partnership with private sector companies, and
graduate training programmes. We have also launched Tawteen,
which is a customer happiness centre established to provide
employment, training and guidance services for job seekers,
school and university students and new graduates. “
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“It is worth pointing out that while the Ministry is seeking to
increase the percentage of knowledge workers in the country’s
total workforce to meet the requirements of economic development plans it gives high priority to empowering national human
resources by increasing the Emiratisation index in the private
sector to achieve the goals of the UAE national agenda through
previously mentioned programmes and initiatives.”
PROTECTING WORKERS’ Rights
“Recently, the Ministry established Tawjeeh Service Centres
because we were keen to raise awareness of labour rights, particularly in light of the diversity of workers’ cultures in the labour
market here,” states Al Suwaidi.
“These centres operate under an institutional partnership
between the Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation and
the private sector, which runs these centres with Emirati executives under the Ministry’s oversight, and in accordance with the
standards of the Emirates Programme for Excellence Governmental Services. “
“The centres provide a package of services which aim to raise
employers’ and workers’ awareness of their rights and responsibilities which are stipulated in the Labour Relations Law and its
relevant Decrees in order to protect the rights of both parties
and have a stable labour market.”
“These centres offer a broad spectrum of training services in
innovative ways using the latest audio and visual technology in
16 different languages.”
“In order to ensure the workers’ informed consent on the labour
contract, the Ministry make it mandatory to sign the employment
contracts in those centres, and it is the centre’s responsibility to
make sure that the worker has reviewed and understood all the
terms of the contract. The labour contract should mirror the job
offer that has been initially presented to the worker in the country
of destination. “
“In regard to domestic workers, Tadbeer centres offer integrated programmes to help raise their awareness and guide this
category of worker on their rights and obligations.“
CuSTOMER HAPPINESS
”One of the Ministry of Human Resources’ strategic goals is to
achieve a high level of customer happiness in line with the Government’s vision to be one of the best countries in the world in 2021,”
Al Suwaidi states. “There has been a series of initiatives under the
Labour Happiness Programme in partnership with the National
Programme for Happiness and Positivity. We are participating in the
Customers’ Happiness Factory, which is an advanced government tool
that gathers all the concerned government entities aiming to improve
and promote the provided government services. In addition, to help
achieve these aims we measure the customer happiness index on a
monthly basis and have initiatives to help improve it. These include a
focus on a strategic plan for sectors, which have their own strategic
objectives and operational plans. We also have a customer communication initiative called the Tawasul Initiative and have launched the
Know Your Rights and Mobile Library campaigns.”
“Another of our initiatives is the Shift Project which aims to
develop operations, human resources skills and competencies
and electronic systems as well as service delivery channels which
improve the working environment. We are currently boosting the
Ministry’s capabilities by applying 7-stars standards.
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“We have also set up a mechanism to follow up on feedback
received from customers and refer them to the relevant address
and follow up with them by preparing and submitting reports on
a monthly basis to the leadership,” His Excellency continues. “In
addition, we have set up secret channels for customer complaints
and distribute work guides for services and identify them through
different communication channels as well as opening multiple
channels for direct communication with customers so we can
receive and follow up on their suggestions. Social media channels
associated with the smart government index have been used in
this area. The Ministry also achieved first place in the UAE Human
Resources in the Federal Government Award of the year award
in the Operations and Customers categories, and achieved the
best CRM System 2017 Award, the best Analysis for Customers
Relations Systems Award, the best Communication Centres in the
Middle East and the Arabian Gulf Awards, and four awards in the
areas of innovation and quality in communication with customers
by the Insights Middle East Foundation.”
DISPUTE RESOLUTION WORK
“When it comes to dispute resolution the commitment of
both parties to contract terms and conditions is a basic principle when preserving the rights of both parties and consequently avoiding falling into disputes,” states His Excellency.
“The Ministry has contributed to the achievement of the first
place ranking globally in the Labour Disputes Index and the
fifth place in the legal framework efficiency index in settling
disputes due to our eagerness to use advanced systems for
labour complaints and the application of working methodologies which follow up on complaints and resolve disputes using
qualified and distinct human efficiencies as well as making sure
we educate and guide the various parties in work relationships
on their rights and obligations. “
TELL US ABOUT YOUR WORK WITH DOMESTIC WORKERS?
“The Ministry has devoted great efforts in this area since it was
mandated to manage domestic workers ‘ relations in late 2016 ,”
states His Excellency. “This involves three parallel tracks aimed
at strengthening gains and achievements made in this field in
the past through the development of a legislative framework
governing the recruitment and employment of those workers in
a way that ensures the rights of both sides in the work relationship. The Ministry is also developing cooperation with domestic
workers’ sending countries to ensure best practices are applied
in all phases of the work cycle and several options are available to households and employers so they can recruit domestic
workers from different cultures. We want to develop the services
provided to employers and national and residing families in the
UAE and reduce recruitment and employment costs and prices
through the introduction of Tadbeer service centres, which offer
all the services related to domestic workers within packages at
unified prices which are proportionate to the needs of families
and employers.”
WHAT ARE YOUR OBJECTIVES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AND
SAFETY?
“The Ministry has drafted the National Occupational Health and
Safety Policy and has developed a Guidebook for Labour Accommodation, Guidance on Work Injuries, and a Labour Accommodation

“Raising community
awareness of the
importance of working
in the private sector is
also vital and we have
a project called ‘Make
your own decision to
shape your future in
the private sector’.”

Recording System, which has been linked to the Unified Inspection
System which will be implemented in the future, “ states Al Suwaidi.
“Several channels have been opened to report work injuries, and list
work injuries in the insurance policy on employment in the insurance
system which has become an alternative to the bank guarantee. The
Ministry is keen to follow the best world practices in this area and
is cooperating with the International Labour Organisation (ILO) to
provide health and safety requirements in compliance with international standards.”
NEW TYPES OF WORK ARRANGEMENTS
“The Ministry has adopted different types of work arrangements to help achieve our objectives,” states His Excellency. “For
example, teleworking is one of the innovative initiatives launched
by the Ministry within its new methodology to support Emiratisation efforts. The aim here is to create new work opportunities for
nationals seeking jobs in remote areas by encouraging employers
to provide flexible options for citizens wishing to enter that kind of
business. The Ministry is providing well equipped centres through
which citizens can work with companies participating with us in
this initiative. Nationals are able to work from this centre located
near their home. This is an innovative arrangement to overcome
the issue of distance between accommodation and workplace,
especially from one Emirate to another. It has a positive social and
family impact, especially on women’s empowerment as it enables
women to balance family and work tasks.”
TECHNOLOGY AND EMPLOYMENT
“I think artificial intelligence will have a huge impact on the kind
and number of jobs that will be available in the UAE labour market
in the future,” His Excellency states. “And I am sure that it will
increase the proportion of skilled workers, thus improving the
knowledge index to achieve national agenda objectives, with a
focus on high skills, particularly in targeted economic sectors,
such as transport, health, space, renewable energy, water, technology, education and environment. In this regard, the Ministry

conduct orientation and guiding programmes to educate school
and university students about the main and future employment
prospects in the labour market. Those programmes are conducted
in coordination with educational institutions.”
“I believe that the UAE will lead in attracting and retaining global
talent in the future,” states Al Al Suwaidi. “We have developed, documented and are working towards the mutual recognition of skills
between sending and receiving countries. We are also working on
alternative models for the recruitment and hiring of skilled labour,
leveraging information technology. MOHRE aim to attract global
competencies and skills, and increase the proportion of knowledge
workers as a percentage of the total numbers of workers in the UAE.
To achieve this goal we reduced fees for hiring skilled labour, and
adopted new standards for the classification of private enterprises
under Ministerial Decree No. 11/2017. These efforts have contributed
to the achievement of the UAE in coming in second place in maintaining competencies.”
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE?
“Looking forward to what our strategic plans are for the next five
years, “ states His Excellency.
“We are committed to fulfilling the aspirations of His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President, Prime
Minister and Ruler of Dubai. who has stated that the main strategic battle for the next two decades will be on focusing on who
will be able to outperform others in improving performance and
coping with progressive development in various fields. In addition
implementation of modern sophisticated management concepts
which focus on customer happiness which satisfies their needs,
developing resources, simplifying procedures, this means encouraging creativity, supporting high potential learners and students
and the business community.”
“Furthermore, we want to improve the investment environment,
to support the private sector, encourage entrepreneurship and
focus on making the labour market more attractive to the national
labour force.”
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M&A:
Employment
and Investment
Overseas investment is increasing in
the UAE but many potential investors
are keen first to understand the impact
of employment law in a transactional
context. Campbell Steadman of Winston
& Strawn explains the key considerations.

T

he UAE authorities have announced that there has been
a marked increase in the past few months in interest
in investments in the country by foreign investors.
These can take many forms including asset and share
purchases, often in the context of creating joint ventures in
order to establish operations in the UAE. However, one key
question for potential investors is how employment will work in
connection with these investments (and what will be the impact
of the nuances of employment found in the UAE and its Labour
Code (Federal Law 8/1980), in a transactional context.
OFFSHORE OR ONSHORE
In the UAE investments are either onshore (e.g. directly in Dubai,
Abu Dhabi, or one of the other Emirates) or offshore (i.e. in one
of the multiple free zone regimes established there). Employment matters in the private sector are generally governed by the
Federal Law No. 8/1980 (which is supplemented by various Ministerial Decisions and Decrees), while UAE free zones (e.g. Jebel
Ali Free Zone and DMCC) have introduced their own employment regulations which generally mirror Federal Law No. 8/1980
(although if there is an inconsistency between the applicable
free zone regulations and Federal Law No. 8/190 the terms most
favourable to the employee prevail).
Looking at labour issues (and Federal Law No. 8/1980) in a
transactional context, there are a few particular points which
are often considered by potential investors.
SHARE PURCHASES
Although the UAE has a civil law legal system, many share
purchase transactions, particularly by international investors
are effected using international style transaction processes and
common law form documentation. Typically, when an investor
starts the acquisition process by undertaking due diligence of
the target business, part of this will generally focus on employees
and employment issues within the target. As a result there are a
few issues on which the investor may wish to focus.
Without a valid work permit and residency visa sponsorship
through a locally established entity, expatriates cannot work
in the UAE. UAE and other GCC nationals do not need to obtain
a UAE residency visa as there is freedom of movement across
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GCC member states but they will still need a UAE work permit.
Residency and work permits are valid for two or three years,
depending on whether the applicable visa sponsorship is onshore
or offshore. As part of due diligence, the investor should focus
on the visa aspects of expatriate employees, all of whom must
be sponsored by a local UAE entity for UAE work permit and
residency visa purposes. They should check in particular that
there are no issues around visa termination which could affect
key employees post acquisition.
Another factor is the Emiratisation policy in the private sector,
which requires employers in most business sectors to recruit a
certain number of UAE nationals for specific job categories. It
is worth noting that currently, this policy does not apply in free
zones.
Pension schemes and end of service gratuities may also be a
consideration. Pension schemes for expatriates are not mandatory, but UAE and GCC nationals are entitled to pension contributions made by their employer, the employee and the government.
However, it is worth noting that in the UAE there is a requirement
for employers to pay a statutory end-of-service gratuity (which
cannot be waived or contracted out of), based on a fixed formula
which is payable on termination of the employment contract.
There are also special UAE employment contract requirements. These must be in writing and, as part of the visa process,
employees must execute a UAE labour contract (as issued by
the MOHRE or the applicable free zone authority). However, it
is common practice for employers to supplement the prescribed
UAE labour contract with their own form of employment agreement. If the investor wishes to change any employee’s employment terms (for example, post-acquisition), employee consent
is required before any change to the key terms and conditions
of an employment contract can be effected.
However, there are few employment matters which will impact
a typical share acquisition process in the UAE as there is no statutory employee consultation processes, no trade unions and no
employee representative bodies (and in fact the latter two are
illegal in the UAE).
ASSET PURCHASE
While share purchase transactions in the UAE are relatively
straightforward from an employment perspective, asset or
business purchases are slightly more problematic. There are
no statutory transfer of undertakings regulations of the type
applied in Europe, so a business acquisition will typically trigger
the need to terminate any existing contracts of employment
and enter into new contracts. In order to terminate an employment contract, Article 117 of Federal Law No. 8/1980 states
that a minimum of 30 days’ notice (or a longer period of notice
if agreed in the employment contract) must be given to the
employee on termination of employment. In addition, Article
132 of Federal Law No. 8/1980 states an employee is entitled to
an end of service gratuity payment provided they have worked
for the employer for at least one year. The general position is
that an employee will have the option either to cash in their end of
service gratuity in such cases, or roll it into their new employment
contract with the purchaser. Usually employees are willing to roll
the end of service gratuity into the new employment contract
(accumulating continuous service), but if the employee wishes
to receive their end of service gratuity, the transferor will be
liable for it.
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the total of the gratuity does not exceed two years’ worth ofwages.
In addition, the daily rate for the employee’s basic wage is calculated
based on the number of days in the year and where the termination
occurs prior to the end of any full year of employment, the gratuity
is calculated on a proportional basis. However, if an employer
provides their employees with a pension scheme, the terminated
employee is given the option to choose between participating in the
pension scheme and receiving the end of service gratuity. There are
also limited circumstances under which no end of service gratuity is
payable to an employe, e.g. if the employee is dismissed summarily
for cause; or the employer has established a pension scheme for
employees and the employee has provided a written statement of
election for amounts available under the scheme instead of an end
of service gratuity entitlement or the employee is a GCC national,
and must be enrolled in a mandatory pension scheme established
for these nationals under applicable Federal Law.
In addition to an end of service gratuity, with any asset transfer
the transferring employees will also need a new work permit
and, in all likelihood, a new visa because of the new employment
sponsor. Work permit and visa applications must be made
through MOHRE, and prescribed fees will need to be paid. It will
also be necessary to provide the required documentation including a colour photo of the applicant (against a white background),
a copy of the applicant’s passport, and a copy of any required
academic qualifications which have been authenticated by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and a letter of approval by the competent entity if required (e.g. for a doctor, pharmacist or nurse).
The sponsoring company should also arrange medical testing,
obtaining UAE resident identity cards and labour cards, and
stamping the work residency permit on the employee’s passport.
In addition, if a residency visa is being renewed because of an
asset transfer, the employee will also need a sponsor with a valid
residency permit, a medical fitness test, an insurance card (if in
Dubai or Abu Dhabi), a renewed identity card from the Federal
Authority for Identity and Citizenship (ICA), or original receipt to
confirm that the applicant has requested a renewal from ICA and
they will need to make either an online application, or application
through a registered typing office. Documentation required for
the application will include their original passport, a photo, a copy
of a valid firm card, a copy of valid trade licence and a copy of a
renewed labour card. After the residency visa has been renewed
it will be valid for one, two or three years depending on the visa
type. The visa holder will be able to travel freely in and out of
UAE during the visa validity period of the visa, as long as travel
does not exceed six months.

In order to avoid leakage from the transferring business, it is
common practice to include in the business transfer agreement
an indemnity from the transferee to the transferor on employee
claims and ask each transferring employee to sign a letter of continuity confirming their employment will transfer to the transferee
as if it were continuous and they do not have any claims against
the transferor.
In terms of quantification of any end of service gratuity, an
employee who has completed one year or more of continuous
service is entitled to an end of service gratuity payment at the termination of the employee’s employment based on 21 days’ basic wage
payable for each year of the first five years of service; and 30 days’
basic wage payable for each additional year of service, provided that
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Saudi Arabia & the UAE
Comparative Approaches
There are many similarities in the way the UAE and Saudi appproach employment law
and employees’ rights. However, as Luke Tapp and Ruth Stephen of Pinsent Masons
explain there are subtle differences too employers need to be aware of.

I

n the UAE the main law governing employment relationships
is Federal Law No. 8/1980 as amended (the UAE Labour Law).
‘Onshore’, this is administered and enforced by the Ministry of
Human Resources and Emiratisation (MoHRE) and the onshore
Courts. Federal Law No. 8/1980 applies across most UAE free
zones, except the DIFC and ADGM free zones which have their own
common law jurisdiction and court system and do not apply Federal
Law No. 8/1980 and also have their own employment regulations.
However, many of the other free zones have their own employment
regulations which supplement terms in Federal Law No. 8/1980.
These free zones have their own free zone authorities which
administer the local employment contracts and generally manage
initial mediation procedures at the first stage of any disputes.

In Saudi Arabia, in contrast , the main piece of employment legislation is Saudi Royal Decree No. M51/1426 which is supplemented
by Ministerial Resolutions issued by the Ministry of Labour.
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
Onshore in the UAE, employees must sign a dual-language (ArabicEnglish) prescribed form MoHRE employment contract as part
of their work permit and, in the case of expatriates, residency
visa process. Employers can issue company specific employment
contracts with additional employment terms which supplement
but not substitute MoHRE contract terms. Both contracts are
read in conjunction and, in the event of a difference in the terms,
the UAE Courts generally apply whichever position is more
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f avourable to the employee. Employment contracts in the UAE
can either be unlimited or fixed term. If the employer is registered
onshore, the maximum term fixed term contract is two years but
it can be renewed. Unlimited term contracts can be terminated
at any time if notice has been served. If fixed term contracts are
terminated early compensation is payable by the party terminating the contract before its expiry date.
In 2015 the MoHRE released a decree which allowed parties to a
renewed fixed term employment contract to agree a notice period
and rate for early termination compensation (between one and
three months). Until March 2018, all part-time employees had the
same statutory entitlements as full-time employees, regardless of
the number of hours worked. Now, and for white-collar employees
who wish to work part-time for one or more employers, MoHRE has
a part-time contract under which the employee’s benefits are prorated. When it comes to the free zones, the majority have their
own standard template employment contracts and in common
with onshore UAE, employers can issue company specific employment contracts. Employees can also either be engaged under
unlimited or fixed term employment contracts there and fixed
term contracts in the free zones, are generally for a maximum
period of three years.
In the DIFC and ADGM in contrast, parties are free to enter into
fixed or unlimited term contracts. There is no prescribed form of
employment contract in in either of these free zones however the
work permit and visa (as applicable) process requires employment
contracts to be registered with the free zone authority and certain
terms must be included as a minimum. English is the prevailing
language and, unlike elsewhere in the UAE, there is no requirement
to submit an Arabic-drafted employment contract. The ADGM
also has legislation covering part-time employees whose holidays,
sickness absence and maternity and paternity benefits are calculated on a pro rata basis. In the DIFC a new draft employment law
is introducing part-time employees for the first time.
In Saudi, the Ministry of Labour and Social Development publishes a template contract with obligatory and standard terms of
employment. Employers do not need to use this template but must
incorporate the obligatory terms in all employment contracts.
Employment contracts for Saudi nationals can be for an unlimited
or a fixed term. However, expatriates can only have fixed term
contracts, which are normally linked to their work permit period .
In Saudi Arabia, a part-time employee is defined as an employee
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who works for less than half the usual daily working hours. In Saudi
if a fixed term contract is renewed on three consecutive occasions
or if the original term and the renewal period together amount to
four years, it is deemed an unlimited term contract, if the contract
applies to a Saudi national. Expatriate employees’ contracts are
always subject to fixed terms there.
ARBITRARY DISMISSAL
In the UAE termination of an unlimited term contract for an invalid
reason (i.e. one unconnected with the employee’s performance or
conduct) will expose the employer to the risk of arbitrary dismissal
compensation of up to three months’ remuneration. Premature
termination of a fixed-term contract in circumstances which are
not otherwise permitted under Federal Law No. 8/1980 also entitles
the employee to claim early termination compensation of three
months’ remuneration or remuneration for the unexpired period of
the contract, if shorter. UAE nationals also have greater protection
against dismissal. If the employer is registered onshore, MoHRE’s
preapproval must be obtained before the termination. In addition,
after a MoHRE decision in June 2018, additional circumstances will
render the termination of a UAE-national unlawful, e.g. if the UAE
national’s termination is to allow them to be replaced by a foreign
national (and was not because of the national’s performance or
conduct). There is no concept of unfair or arbitrary dismissal in
the DIFC or ADGM and no unfair dismissal compensation award.
However, the new draft new DIFC employment law does propose
a concept of constructive dismissal for which an employee could
be awarded up to one year’s salary.
In Saudi if an contract is terminated for an ‘invalid’ reason, the
employee has aright to compensation. However, Saudi Labour Law
does not define what amounts to a ‘valid’ reason so this is determined on a case-by-case basis by the Commission for the Settlement of Labour Disputes.
There is no system of judicial precedent or system of court
reporting in Saudi so it can be difficult to predict what would be
considered a valid reason for termination. Despite this reasons
such as impossibility of performing the contract, redundancy (in
limited circumstances) or business closure may be treated as being
valid. Under the Saudi Labour Law, parties can also expressly agree
on the level of compensation payable if either party terminates for
an invalid reason. If there is no agreement, the compensation is the
employee’s wages equivalent to 15 days’ for each year of service,

for unlimited term contracts, and for limited term contracts the
unexpired period of the contract .
Employees will always receive at least two months’ wages in
compensation. It is important to note that the right to claim reinstatement as a remedy to an invalid termination by a Saudi national
or expatriate is no longer available under the Labour Law.
DISCRIMINATION
Federal Law No. 8/1980 does not contain any anti-discrimination
provisions. The closest it goes in this area is to state female
employees are entitled to the same wage as a male employee
performing the same work. However, in August 2018 the MoHRE
issued a decree to protect and provide equal opportunities for individuals with disabilities in the workplace. The law deals with equal
treatment in recruitment, and emphasises the need for transparency in hiring practices which must be free from any prejudicial
or biased decisions. This law also emphasises the importance of
suitable working conditions. Employers must grant exemptions
and privileges to disabled employees wherever necessary. The
UAE Federal Disability Law 2006 already states that disability
should not of itself preclude individuals from being selected for
work. However, while the 2006 Law applies only to UAE nationals
the MoHRE decree applies equally to UAE nationals and expatriates. It is important to note Federal Law No. 8/1980 states that
work is a ‘right’ of UAE nationals, and an expatriate should only be
employed if there is no suitably qualified UAE national (or other
GCC national) for the job. In practice, the MoHRE will approve an
expatriate’s work permit if the individual has the competencies
or educational qualifications the UAE needs. The UAE government has also introduced an ‘Emiratisation’ policy which requires
employers in most business sectors to recruit certain quotas of
UAE nationals in certain job categories. Both the DIFC and ADGM
protect employees against discrimination on the grounds of
certain characteristics during their employment, including gender,
marital status, race, nationality, religion , mental or physical disability and in the ADGM only, age. This legislation protects staff
from direct and indirect discrimination and harassment is also
considered a form of discrimination.
A similar drive to promote employment of Saudi nationals in
the private sector has resulted in increased regulation of their
employment. Saudi introduced the ‘Nitiqat’ system in 2011, which
is similar to Emiratisation in the UAE and allocates quotas for
the employment of KSA nationals and creates a requirement for
employers to positively discriminate in favour of KSA nationals in
some circumstances. In return employers with a higher category
benefit through greater flexibility in recruiting and managing
expatriates, but face increased penalties if they are given a lower
category
END OF SERVICE GRATUITY
There is no state pension scheme for expatiate employees and
the closest equivalent to a pension scheme is the statutory end
of service gratuity. If an employee has at least one year’s continuous service and employment has not been terminated for gross
misconduct, they will be entitled to a gratuity based on 21 days’
basic salaryfor the first five years of service, and 30 days’ basic
salaryfor each year over five years. In addition, if an employee
with an unlimited term contract resigns with less than five years’
service, their total gratuity entitlement is reduced to a third for
between one and three years, to two-thirds for between three and

five years but with over five years they will receive the full gratuity.
The gratuity is calculated on a pro rata basis for part years worked
and is subject to a cap of two years’ salary. However, if an employee
on a fixed term contract resigns before completing five years’
service they have no entitlement to a gratuity. Parties cannot waive
or contract out of the gratuity entitlement. However, subject to
certain requirements being fulfilled, Federal Law No. 8/1980 does
permit employers to replace the gratuity with a company pension
as long as the pension scheme is more favourable to the employee
than their gratuity. Qualifying UAE nationals and other GCC nationals working in the UAE must be registered for a pension by their
employer and generally employees who qualify for pension are
not entitled to a gratuity.
The same statutory rules on gratuity as in the rest of the
UAE, apply in the DIFC and ADGM, although there is no distinction between employees on fixed term and unlimited contracts.
The gratuity can also be replaced by a company pension scheme
subject to specific written election requirements under the DIFC
and ADGM employment laws. The UAE pensions laws apply in the
DIFC and ADGM and qualifying UAE nationals and GCC nationals
working there must be registered for pension purposes. Eligible
employees in Saudi are also entitled to an end of service gratuity
on the termination of their employment. The principles are similar
to those in the UAE but there are some key differences. For
example, when the employer is terminating, the employee must
have completed the probationary period to qualify for a gratuity.
A resigning employee also has no claim to a gratuity if they have
less than two years’ service. The gratuity is calculated based on
15 days’ total wages (i.e. basic salary plus fixed allowances) for
the first five years’ of service; and 30 days’ total wages for each
year of service above five. An employee who resigns with less
than two years’ service has no gratuity claim but like the UAE the
gratuity is calculated on a pro rata basis for part years worked,
although there is no cap on it. However, unlike in the UAE Saudi
nationals are entitled to both a pension and gratuity. Employers
must also administer the relevant contributions of the General
Organisation for Social Insurance (GOSI).
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UAE Business Hub

Nhu Thai Legal Director, PepsiCo Dubai explains the differences in her
role which crosses both the HR and legal function from the work of a
standard inhouse lawyer.
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companies in different jurisdictions and timezones.
PepsiCo is a complex multinational organisation and
I need to act as a medium between projects which
are driven globally from our corporate headquarters in the USA, and localise these for the different
jurisdictions within our region. PepsiCo has been in
the UAE since 1962 and as Dubai is the headquarters for PepsiCo’s AMENA operations some of the
company’s most senior leaders are based here which
speaks volumes about the UAE’s business and living
environment. We operate throughout the UAE using
diffent business structures including franchise and
company owned models.
Tell us about your background?
I have a double degree in law and commerce from
Deakin University, Australia and am admitted to
practise as a barrister and solicitor in the Supreme
Court of Victoria, Australia. I started my legal
career at Maddocks, who are a leading law firm
in Melbourne. While there I took a year’s leave of
absence in order to work and travel in the UK, which
kickstarted my love of travel and new experiences..
I did not see myself taking the traditional path
to partnership at a law firm and decided to make
the move inhouse to the Coles Group, who are the
second largest retailer in Australia. This was the
start of my inhouse legal career. I then came to
work in the UAE after being recruited by one of the
region’s leading property developers in 2007 during
the region’s property boom. While in Dubai, I heard
of an inhouse lawyer who was leaving PepsiCo and
thought it would be a good opportunity for me to
experience working for a Fortune 500 company.
Ten years on, I am still enjoying working for PepsiCo
and facing the different challenges which each day
brings.
Tell us about the remit of your work?
I provide legal support across all functions of PepsiCo’s Asia, Middle East &
North Africa (AMENA) business which is headquartered in Dubai, including
HR, Procurement, Supply Chain, IT, Joint Ventures and Corporate Communications. A significant amount of my time involves leading the legal support
for our HR department which includes the Global Mobility, Talent Acquisition
and Total Rewards teams. There are some differences between what I do and
what HR Directors or standard Inhouse lawyers do. As Dubai is the headquarters for our AMENA Sector operations, I am required to lead legal operations and deal with HR matters beyond the UAE and GCC and for different

What change have you seen since coming here?
I have worked in the UAE for 11 years now and since
then have seen many positive changes to the regulation of different industries and the way the law here
protects individuals. Example of this include the
introduction of the Ejari system, the implementation
of the, new UAE Commercial Companies Law and
the development of consumer protection services.
In terms of HR matters, positive changes have been
the introduction of the wage protection system
and the recent adoption of Resolution No. 43/2018
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hygienic condition (e.g. providing safe access to drinking water
and hygiene facilities), ensuring prevention of accidents involving machinery and occupational hazards and provide protection
in construction with working at height provisions.
PepsiCo is committed to supporting Emiratisation, as we
recognise the value in employing nationals and what they bring
to our organisation. We participate in the Emirati Career Fair
and campus open days at universities across the UAE and have
consistently recruited Emirati job seekers from these fairs. We
also work with the Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation to develop Emirati talent in the company. We have a dedicated in-house learning and development team as well as an online
university, to empower our team members and help them grow
within the company. As a result of our commitment to hiring and
empowering local talent, we are proud members of the Tawteen
Partners Club.

which promotes equal employment opportunities in the workplace. There have also been initiatives taken to promote transparency and labour mobility by ensuring that the terms of a job offer
conforms with the labour contract and by making it clear that a
worker who has left a job is allowed to seek new employment. I also
like the changes made to the standard form of labour contracts,
which now contain more substantive provisions.
Consumer preferences are also shifting and there is an increasing demand for more nutritious food and beverage options. Our
business is addressing this by increasing our portfolio of products
to offer more consumer choices. Another trend which impacts not
just our industry, but all businesses, is the fast pace of digital innovation. The rapid growth of e-commerce and social media–driven
consumption is transforming how we all live, communicate, shop
and do business.
Specific Employment issues for PepsiCo?
As PepsiCo is a multinational corporation, we often transfer
our associates from other parts of the world to work on an
assignment in Dubai HQ for a fixed period of time to give them
different career experiences. These employees are often already
familiar with the employment practices of their home country,
and we need to structure their assignments and expectations
in a way which gives them minimal disruption while they are
here. PepsiCo also has a well-being program globally branded as
‘Healthy Living’, which is aimed at helping employees and their
families enjoy healthier lifestyles. Given the nature of expatriate
working arrangements in the UAE, you will see far more focus
on allowances (like housing, schooling and home leave) than you
would at other headquarters which are predominantly staffed by
local associates.
Food safety and the health and safety of our associates are also
among our top priorities. We take comprehensive measures so our
products meet the highest food safety and quality standards and
industry practices. Health and safety legislation is important in
guiding our businesses in a way that protects us, our employees
and the public from harm, and protects the future success and
growth of our business. We don’t have any company owned manufacturing facilities in the UAE, but our franchise partners work
under the same legislative requirements, such as the requirement
to register all workplace-related accidents and injuries. We also
need to provide protection for all workers in safe, healthy and
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Labour law in the UAE
The UAE Labor Law was introduced in 1980, when the UAE
was still a relatively new country. Since then, the UAE has
had a substantial increase and change in composition of
its population and workforce. Some of the most common
labour and employment problems have been addressed
through periodic ministerial resolutions and decrees, but
Federal Law No. 8/1980 has remained virtually unchanged.
In my home jurisdiction of Australia rules and regulations
governing workplace relations (such as unfair dismissal, antidiscrimination and harassment laws) are more advanced and
complex than that in the UAE. In Australia and elsehwere there
are also organisations like trade unions, collective associations
and workers’ councils which do not exist in the UAE, so collective
bargaining on employment terms does not occur here. Long
service leave, which permits employees to take a period of paid
leave after completing significant service has been a mandatory
entitlement in Australia for many years but is not found here.
However, a wage protection system was implemented in the
UAE to guarantee the timely and full payment of agreed wages
whereas in Australia there have been recent cases of workers
being underpaid, which could have been avoided if Australia had
a system similar to the UAE,
The change I would like to see to UAE employment law would
be an increase in the length of paid maternity leave, which is
only 45 calendar days if the employee has been employed with
the same employer for at least one year. As a mother, I know
how difficult things can be following the birth of a baby and 45
days is not long enough. In an ideal world, I would also like to
see more rights given to fathers in the form of paternity leave.
Thankfully at PepsiCo, we apply more generous provisions to our
new mothers and fathers.
What are your proudest career moments?
I have been with PepsiCo for 10 years and am proud of many of
achievements but due to the nature of my work which is often
in sensitive or confidential areas, it is difficult to be specific.
However, I have played a large role in developing and implementing key policies and processes which improve the way we work
and operate in the region.
I am sought out for advice from all levels of the organisation
and I am proud of being considered a ‘trusted adviser’ who can
always be counted on to do the right thing in the right way.

ARBITRATION

OUT WITH
THE OLD
IN WITH
THE NEW:
ARBITRATION
Humayun Ahmad of HFW provides an
introduction to the UAE’s new Federal
Arbitration Law, Federal Law No. 6/2018.

O

n 16 June 2018, a new UAE Arbiration Law, based
on the UNCITRAL Model Law came into effect
and repealed Articles 203-218 of Federal Law No
11/1992 (the Civil Procedure Law) which was a
chapter which contained the country’s previous arbitration
legislation.
The previous arbitration provisions had long been
viewed by many as outdated and not reflecting arbitration
best practice. With a mere 16 provisions it left considerable scope for recalcitrant debtors to frustrate the enforcement of awards and there had been large numbers of
successful nullification challenges raised against domestic
awards in recent years as a result. However, despite these
significant changes to the UAE arbitration landscape there
are still some areas of uncertainty.
The Agreement TO Arbitrate
Under the old law, there was considerable ambiguity
surrounding the agreement to arbitrate. While both the
Old and New Law require an arbitration agreement to be
in writing, the Old Law was silent on what constituted the
written form. Article 7(2)(a) of FederaL Law No. 6/2018 has
now clarified that any document containing a valid arbitration clause signed by the parties, an exchange of messages
or other forms of written communication, or, alternatively,
an email or other electrical correspondence would satisfy
the requirement to be ‘in writing’. This is a broader interpretation of what may constitute an agreement to arbitrate
than was previously the case. In addition, under Article 5(3)
of Federal law No. 6/2018 incorporation by reference is

permissible, which addresses concerns on having arbitration
clauses in standard-form contracts and/or terms of business. It
is also stated that the arbitration agreement is separate from
the rest of an agreement, meaning the agreement to arbitrate
will be enforceable even if the rest of the contract is subject to
challenge under Article 6 of Federal Law No. 6/2018.
InTERIM MEASURES
The new law also specifically recognises the power of the
Tribunal and the UAE Courts to award interim measures and
interim/partial awards. For the first time these are explicitly
provided for in Articles 18, 21 and 39 of Federal Law No. 6/2018.
These measures can be ordered directly by the tribunal itself
(under Article 21) and by the Courts (under Article 21) or the
Courts can order interim or partial awards (under Article 39).
Under the Old Law, there was some doubt, and therefore
scope for challenge on this point on the enforceability and
interim awards themselves, as well as their impact on a final
award. This doubt has now largely been removed.
DelibERATE SUSPENSION
Another area where there has been an improvement is the
prevention of deliberate suspension of arbitration proceedings by filing court applications. An arbitration will no longer
be derailed if a party files a complaint on the arbitration agreement itself (Article 7 of Federal Law No. 6/2018); a recusal
application (under Article 15(3) of Federal Law No. 6/2018); an
application for interim or provisional measures (under Article
18(3) of Federal Law No. 6/2018); or criminal applications,
including forgery, unless the tribunal believes that it would
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assist them to suspend the arbitration until after the Courts
have rendered a decision on the criminal matters (Article 43
of Federal Law No. 6/2018).
USE OF TECHNOLOGY
The New Law has also sought to make arbitrations more
efficient by relaxing some existing rules, widening others
and catering for the use of modern tehnology. For example,
what constitutes valid notification has been broadened to
include service by email and fax (under Article 24 of Federal
Law No. 6/2018). Hearings and tribunal deliberations can be
dealt with by video and telephone, and hearings can be held in
any location without regard for what the seat of the arbitration may be (under Article 28 of Federal Law No. 6/2018). In
addition, hearings no longer require the personal attendance
of the parties (under Article 33 of Federal Law No. 6/2018) or
of expert witnesses or witnesses of fact (under Article 35 of
Federal Law No. 6/2018) as the tribunal can choose to hear
their evidence via video or telephone; and awards can be signed
electronically (under Article 41 of Federal Law No. 6/2018).
WITNESS TESTIMONY
Another area of improvement is the facilitating of witness
testimony. In the past, Article 211 of Federal Law No. 11/1992
required tribunals to apply the same procedures in relation to
witness testimony in arbitrations as those which were applied
within the UAE Courts.
Unfortunately, in some caes, those procedures were less
suited to modern arbitration. The New Law has now removed
this requirement.
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TIME LIMITS WHEN RENDERING AWARDS
The new law also empowers the tribunal to unilaterally extend
the time to render an award by six months
In the past Federal Law No. 11/1992 specified that arbitral
awards were to be rendered within six months of the date of
the first procedural hearing of the tribunal.
For complex arbitrations, that was an extremely narrow and
unrealistic time frame. Article 42 of Federal Law No. 6/2018
now grants the tribunal the power to unilaterally extend the
time frame for an additional six months without having to
revert to the Court. The time frame can also be extended
even further with the tribunal and the parties’ agreement.
ARBITRATORS’ SIGNATURES
Federal Law No. 6/2018 has also clarified that tribunal
members no longer need to be physically present within the
UAE when they sign awards.
This will save unnecessary travel and costs and prevent
delays.
ENFORCEABILITY
Another key change is that the rules of enforceability have
been brought in line with international standards. Federal
Law No. 6/2018 has simplified and improved the procedure on
enforcement. Specifically, an UAE arbitration award is recognised in the law as being on a par with and as easily enforceable
as a UAE Court judgment.
However, in order to be enforced in the UAE, the award will
still need to be ratified in the UAE Courts (under Article 52

and nullified on the basis that the arbitration agreement had
been signed by persons who did not have the capacity or authority to sign.
This was supported by Article 58(2) of Federal Law No. 11/1992
which called for the signatory to have ‘special authority’ to agree
to arbitrate.
While recent court judgments have seen some relaxation on this
requirement, Federal Law No. 6/2017 does not expressly repeal
Article 58(2) and provides no further clarity on this issue.
It also fails to provide any fresh information on who has capacity
or special authority. As a result, it is expected that domestic
arbitral awards will still be challenged at Court on the basis of
authority.
CRiMINAL Liability
In addition, Federal Law No. 6/2018 has not expressly repealed
the much criticised amendments to Article 257 of Federal Law No.
3/1987 (the Penal Code), which means there is still some uncertainty on whether criminal sanctions will be used in practice against
arbitrators.

of Federal Law No. 6/2018. An application to a Court of Appeal
seeking ratification and enforcement of an award will also be
determined within 60 days from the date of the application
(under Article 55(2) of Federal Law No. 6/2018) and there are
now narrower grounds, based on Article 34 of the UNCITRAL
Model Law, for seeking nullification of an award (see Article 53
of Federal Law No. 6/2018).
Parties also only have 30 days from the rendering of an award
or 30 days from the ratification of an award by the UAE Court
of Appeal to file a nullification application before the UAE
Court of Appeal (under Article 54 of Federal Law No. 6/2018);
and unlike under the Old Law, the mere filing of a nullification
application will no longer prevent the enforcement of the underlying award.
UNCERTAINTY
However, despite all these positive points there are still some
remaining areas of uncertainty.
For exaxmple, Article 59 of Federal Law No. 6/2018 directs
that it is immediately applicable to ongoing domestic arbitrations, even if the arbitration agreement was agreed prior
to 16 June 2018. However, no transitional arrangements are
provided. This could mean that in the short term, there may
be uncertainty on how parties can comply with the New Law
mid-arbitration which could potentially give rise to procedural
challenges later on.
CAPACITY AND AUTHORITY
There is also some confusion on the area of capacity and
authority. Under the Old Law, many awards were challenged

NULLIFYING INTERIM MEASURES
Finally, whilst Federal Law No. 6/2018 does provide for interim
relief and expressly states that a party can obtain this from either
the tribunal or the Court without it leading to the suspension of an
arbitration, there is no express right given to a party which seeks
the judicial nullification of an interim award, nor is there an express
process as to how this attempt is to be made or if the arbitration
will be suspended pending resolution of an attempted nullification
of an interim award.
Without doubt, Federal Law No. 6/2018 does contain a number
of positive changes to the law in the area of arbitration. However,
the true impact of this New Law will ultimately be determined
by the manner in which the UAE Courts interpret and apply its
clauses and by the number of successful nullification applications
which are made.
However, it is clear that the New Abritration Law represents
a brave attempt to modernise the practice of arbitration in the
UAE and support the ultimate goal of making the UAE a regional
hub of arbitration.
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MAXIMISING
PROTECTION
OF UAE
INVESTMENTS
IN AFRICA
UAE investment in Africa is increasing but the
legislative framework is complicated. Mohamed
Mahjoubi and Mostafa Abdelkarim of Jones
Day explain how it is still possible to draw up a
strategy to protect these investments.

T

he UAE has been at the forefront of Gulf countries investing
in Africa in recent years. With abundant natural resources,
infrastructure investment opportunities, development of
renewable energies, the rise of new middle classes, growing
demand for services, increased political stability, and economic
reforms over the past few years, private investment inflows, especially
from the UAE, are surging in many sectors in Africa.
However, despite most African countries having taken many initiatives to improve their legal and investment frameworks, including by
making them more business-friendly, foreign investors can still face
various legal issues due, at least, to the myriad of regional African institutions and the numerous and diverse domestic, regional, and international laws and regulations that may apply to foreign investments .
In addition, investor-state partnerships are generally often based on
a specific convention which is subject to domestic law that may contain
a number of issues. Therefore, it is important to have a good understanding of the local and regional investment regulatory framework
in Africa as a prerequisite for maximising protection of UAE investments there.
INVESTMENT REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS
At the regional level, African states are members of several Regional
Economic Communities (RECs) which have been established to
promote economic cooperation and integration between their member
states. Currently, there are 14 RECs in Africa, but the African Union
recognises only eight of these - the Arab Maghreb Union (UMA); the
Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA); the
Community of Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD); the East African
Community (EAC); the Economic Community of Central African States
(ECCAS); the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS);
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the Intergovernmental Authority on Development
(IGAD); and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC).
RECS
RECs tend to have multiple and overlapping
memberships. Of the 55 African countries, 28 have
dual membership; 20 are members of three RECs;
and the Democratic Republic of Congo belongs to
four. Only six countries are members of a single REC.
Most of these RECs have adopted different sectoral
harmonisation policies including legal instruments
to promote and protect foreign investments.
African countries also have signed a myriad
of regional agreements and over 840 bilateral
investment treaties (BITs), of which 155 are intraAfrican. However, these overlapping memberships
of RECs can create complex legal and financial
structuring of certain national or cross-border
regional projects, so determining precisely which

rules prevail and apply can be a serious challenge for
investors in Africa.
At the continental level, African states have
established the African Union, a Pan-African cooperation which was created to promote economic
and political cooperation between member states.
The African Union is similar to the European Union
in that it has its own parliament, court of justice,
and financial institutions. In December 2016, it
published a Pan-African Investment Code (PAIC)
which governs investment promotion and protection on the continent. The PAIC has model rules
which guide member states but are not a binding
international instrument. According to Article 2.1,
the Code applies as a guiding instrument to Member
States as well as investors and their investments in
the territory defined by it.
Unfortunately, it seems the original desire to have a
binding instrument replace the existing intra-African
investment agreements has been abandoned in favour

of a soft law which is a simple guiding instrument. As a result, foreign
investors will be subject primarily to national, regional, and international
laws. Therefore, knowing the local specificities of the region where a UAE
investor plans to invest (e.g. if it is in an OHADA country), can help the
investor choose the right strategy for mitigating risk.
OHADA COUNTRIES
The Organisation for the Harmonisation of the Business Law in Africa
(OHADA) was established by a treaty signed in 1993 by 14 States in West
and Central Africa, mainly former French colonies. All OHADA countries
(now 17 states) are civil law countries with legal systems inspired by the
French Civil Code. The objective of the treaty was to provide member
states with a modern western-style set of business laws in order to
make these states more attractive to foreign investors. Its members
include Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Congo
DR, Equatorial Guinea, Ivory Coast, Gabon, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau,
Niger, Mali, Republic of Central Africa, Senegal and Togo.
In addition to its internal institutions, OHADA has established a
Common Court of Justice and Arbitration (CCJA) which is based in Abidjan
(Ivory Coast) and is in charge of ensuring a consistent interpretation of
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the common rules and administering arbitration proceedings under
OHADA arbitration rules. OHADA countries have adopted a set of
common rules in the form of so-called Uniform Acts, ten of which
have been adopted to date. These include a General Commercial law,
Corporate Law, Securities Law, Bankruptcy Law, Arbitration Law,
Accounting Systems law, a law governing contracts for transporting
goods by road, a cooperatives law, a mediation law and a law governing recovery procedures and execution measures. Some of these
laws have also been revised since being issued. According to Article
10 of the OHADA Treaty, these Uniform Acts are directly applicable
as part of the domestic laws of member states and prevail over the
member states’ laws. In practice, this has caused some difficulty in
interpretation, especially because of the extent to which domestic
laws have been abrogated by the Uniforms Acts. However, according to the CCJA, national laws remain formally in force and continue
to apply to matters not covered by OHADA laws and when there is
no conflict with the Uniform Acts. Investing in OHADA countries
can maximise investment protection as OHADA offers modern
and enforceable business laws. Foreign investors can also choose
to resolve their disputes through the OHADA dispute resolution
mechanism rather than local courts .
RISK MITIGATION STRATEGY
The most suitable risk mitigation strategy for a particular
investor will depend largely on the nature of the investment, the
country’s risk profile, and the investor’s goals. That said, a legal
structuring of UAE foreign investments under relevant BITs can
offer a higher level of protection in many cases. In addition to
legal structuring, contractual tools can maximise protection of
investments. BITs are agreements entered into between two
states to protect foreign investments. They oblige African states
to treat foreign investors with minimum international standards
and bar expropriation without compensation. They also allow
appeal to international arbitration in case of conflict (and avoid
the courts of the host country which may be partial in certain
countries) . They can be used to seek compensation for breach of
the standards of international protection. There are a significant
number of bilateral and multilateral treaties ratified by African
countries which may provide foreign UAE investors with a level
of protection under international law beyond the remedies
usually available under regional or national law.
The UAE has signed a number of BITs with African countries,
although currently only BITs signed with North African countries
are in force (the UAE has signed BITs with Algeria, Angola, Benin,
Burundi, Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique, Nigeria, Rwanda and Tunisia). Therefore, UAE companies may optimise their investment protection in the remaining
African countries by interposing an intermediate holding company
between the host country (i.e. the country of investment) and
their home country. If this is the case, even if a BIT with an African
country has not been ratified by the UAE (or has been signed but
does not provide the best protection), a UAE company can nevertheless attempt to protect its investments through a state that
has entered into a BIT with better protection with the host country.
For example, the BIT between the UK and the Ivory Coast
generally provides good protection for UK investors in the Ivory
Coast. Therefore, although no BIT has been concluded or ratified
between the UAE and the Ivory Coast, UAE investors wishing to
do business in the Ivory Coast can benefit from strong protections
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offered by the BIT concluded between the UK and the Ivory Coast
by interposing an entity in the UK specifically for the purpose of
making the investment.
In some cases, using BITs and double tax treaties (DTTs) in
combination also has the advantage of providing dual protection.
Therefore, ideally, the structuring of any project would be set up
to allow for maximum benefits under the relevant BITs and DTTs.
CONTRACTUAL CLAUSES
It is critical that foreign investors ensure contractual protection
for their investments over the lifetime of their projects . There
are many contractual clauses that can maximize investment
protection if they are suited to the context of the project and the
potential risks. When foreign investors negotiate agreements,
they generally aim for the folllowing (i) preserving the stability
of the contract; (ii ) gaining long term protection; (iii) introduction
of some flexibility in the contract in order to survive a change
in circumstances; (iv) obtaining financial compensation in case
of breach of contract; and (v) ensuring they are able to exit the
project at any time.
The main contractual clauses which protect investors’ rights
include termination, limitation of liability, representation and
warranties, arbitration, indemnity, good faith, BIT terms, change
of circumstance, force majeur and change of law.
It is important to note that African states generally do not
have the same motivation as foreign investors, as they are typically focused on maximising short-term profits in response to
the economic and social needs of their countries. Therefore, UAE
investors in Africa are urged to anticipate and manage local expectations before taking any investment decision. Notably these days,
African states require a more balanced sharing of the investment
benefits by increasing foreign investors’ obligations in terms of
local content.
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ISLAMIC FINANCE

CULTIVATING
GREEN SUKUK
With the Green Bond Market expected
to reach over USD 250-300bn in 2018,
Lee Irvine and Samir Safar-Aly of
Simmons & Simmons look at the
potential for the growth of a Green
Sukuk market in the Middle East.
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T

he first Green Bond was issued in 2007 by the European Investment
Bank and since then the market designation of what constitutes a
Green Bond has continues to evolve. Typically it involves where the
proceeds of a particular issuance are earmarked for investment into
environmentally-friendly projects. The European Investment Bank has now
issued 135 Green Bonds in 18 currencies, with a value totalling over USD 10.2bn
to support such projects.
Historically, it has been international agencies, governments or governmentrelated entities (GREs) who have issued Green Bonds to finance their infrastructure needs. The first sovereign Green Bond was issued by Poland in December
2016 and other nations, such as France, Fiji and Nigeria have also notably made
their mark on this industry.
However, more recently, the private sector has started issuing Green Bonds
and in 2018, their global issuance is expected to be around USD 250-300bn. As
this market has developed, Green Bonds have moved away from being selfcertified and the industry has developed various frameworks which provide
structured guidelines on the required criteria for a Green Bond.
GREEN BOND PRINCIPLES
In January 2014, 13 major banks came together under the International Capital
Markets Association (ICMA) to launch the Green Bond Principles (GB Principles),
which serve as voluntary guidelines for issuing Green Bonds.
The GB Principles provide general guidelines for the issuance of Green Bonds
covering:
• the use of proceeds;
• the process for project evaluation and selection;
• the management of proceeds; and
• having a system of reporting containing quantitative and/or qualitative
performance indicators, although they explicitly leave it to the bonds’
issuer to determine how the investment fits within the eligible ‘Green’
categories.
Having said this, the GB Principles suggest various methods for signatories to go
about formulating their assurance methodology when issuing Green Bonds, such as:
• second party expert consultations;
• publicly available reviews and audits; and /or
• third party independent verification and/or certification.
CBI FRAMEWORK
In November 2011, the Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI), an investor-focused not-forproﬁt organisation based in the UK which is dedicated to addressing ways in
which bond markets can play a role in climate change, launched the Climate Bond
Standards and Certiﬁcation Scheme (CBI Scheme).
In order to be certified as a ‘Climate Bond’ (i.e. a Green Bond that as been certified by the CBI), the bond issuer must engage an independent third-party veriﬁer
to confirm compliance with the Climate Bond Standards (the CBI Standards) and
conduct an audit of the proposed bond. This veriﬁer must be approved by the
Climate Bond Standards Board (CBI Board).
CBI STANDARDS
The CBI Standards:
• fully incorporate the GB principles mentioned above but add an extra layer of
verification; and
• provide for technical criteria that the underlying project must comply with.
Currently there are sector-wide technical criteria within the CBI Standards
for different forms of renewable energy (solar, wind, marine and geothermal)
and for low carbon transport, buildings and water infrastructure. Other criteria
being developed include forestry, hydropower, bioenergy, land use, agriculture
and waste management.
Under the CBI Scheme, the issuer must also annually certify their compliance with the CBI Standards to the CBI Board and provide bondholders
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with details of the underlying project and certain
obligations under the CBI Standards (in order
to continue being able to market the bond as
a CBI-certified Green Bond, or Climate Bond).
By ensuring that proceeds both ﬂow to eligible
projects and are backed by eligible assets,
the CBI Scheme (which is applicable to project
bonds, portfolio bonds, corporate bonds where
proceeds are subjected to ‘ring-fencing’ rules,
and sovereign bonds) provides conﬁdence that
funds further the delivery of a low-carbon and
climate resilient economy.
GREEN SUKUK REGULATION
In 2014, in Malaysia, which is one of the largest Sukuk
markets in the world, the financial regulator (Suruhan
Sekuriti – the Securities Commission Malaysia (SCM))
took the lead by issuing guidelines for SRI (Sustainable
and Responsible Investment) Sukuk, which have been
incorporated into the existing general Malaysian Sukuk
regulatory framework. Although the guidelines cover
a broad range of eligible projects, they do specifically
include projects that:
• preserve and protect the environment and natural
resources;
• conserve the use of energy;
• promote the use of renewable energy;
• reduce greenhouse gas emissions; or
• improve the quality of life for society.
The Malaysian SRI Sukuk guidelines impose disclosure requirements detailing an eligible SRI project if a
prospectus is issued, complete with a statement that
the project has ‘complied with the relevant environmental, social and governance standards or recognised

best practices relating to the eligible SRI project.’ Unlike Malaysia in
the run-up to its inaugural Green Sukuk issued bythe Government
of Indonesia adapted a framework where it specifically incorporated ICMA’s GB Principles which are voluntary industry developed
guidelines into its own framework and governance processes.
GREEN SUKUK FIRSTS
In 2017, using these Malaysian SRI Sukuk guidelines and working
with the World Bank, the Central Bank of Malaysia and the SCM,
Tadau Energy issued the world’s first Green Sukuk in the form
of Islamic Medium Term notes. This was used for the financing
of a 50MV solar plant which used a combined Istisna and Ijara
structure. Since then, several other issuers have followed suit and
in 2017, Indonesia issued the world’s first sovereign Green Sukuk
based on a Wakala structure which had a USD 1.25bn issuance
and was used to support environmentally friendly and renewable
energy projects. The issuance was made under the Government
of Indonesia’s USD 25bn trust certificate issuance programme
which provides both Wakala and Ijara strategies.
A GREEN SUKUK FOR THE MIDDLE EAST
Up until now there have been no Green Sukuk from issuers in the
Middle East, although the first Green Bond from the region was
issued by the National Bank of Abu Dhabi (now First Abu Dhabi
Bank) in March 2017. There are also several sovereign-sponsored
green initiatives taking place in the region that require financing
and investment, which could be the trigger for the development
of a Middle East Green Bond and Green Sukuk market. These
include the following:
• The Abu Dhabi Vision 2030, which envisages having non-oil
sectors of the economy making up 64% of the Emirate’s GDP
by 2030. At the World Future Energy Summit in 2009, Abu Dhabi
also announced a target of generating 7% of its energy capacity
with renewable sources by 2020;

• The King Abdullah City for Atomic and Renewable Energy (KACARE), which published its ambitious plans to produce and invite
interest in developing 54,000 MW of renewable energy by 2032,
requiring investments worth more than USD 60bn, many of which
also fall within planned projects under the Saudi Vision 2030; and
• The Dubai Integrated Energy 2030 Strategy (developed by the
Dubai Supreme Energy Council), which plans that solar energy will
account for 5% of Dubai’s total energy mix by 2030. For example,
with a planned capacity of 1,000MW by 2020, and 5,000MW by
2030, and a total investment of AED 50bn, the Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park has already begun construction
and is set to be the world’s largest single-site solar project. The
Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA) has also stated in its
Sustainability Report 2013, that the solar park will provide ‘global
financial investment opportunities in green finance.’. The UAE has
also set itself exemplary targets for 2021 under the COP21 Paris
Climate Agreement.
In the UAE there are also new legislative developments which
could have an influence on this area. On 1 October 2018, Federal
Decree Law No. 9/2018 On Public Debt (Public Debt Law) came into
force. As a result of this law, for the first time the UAE established
a framework for UAE Federal bonds and Sukuk issuances in order
to help develop its primary and secondary financial markets. It
is worth noting that the Public Debt Law specifically states that
public debt can be allocated for infrastructure projects. Therefore
it may only be a matter of time before we see a sovereign-backed
Green Sukuk issuance in the region.
Ethical, environmental and socially responsible values are
all areas which are deeply entrenched within Islamic theology
and jurisprudence. Therefore, as the Islamic finance industry
develops further, it will only be a matter of time before SRI,
ethical and ‘green’ financial products draw upon guidance from
the rich heritage of Islamic teachings on the environment and
social development.
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and Islamic debt capital markets, equity capital
markets and liability management projects.
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Tell us about your background?
As a child, I never thought I would become an international corporate lawyer and work in large corporations
and big finance in the Middle East. I was born and raised in Coventry, which is an English manufacturing city
in the Midlands. It is best known for being destroyed in World War II, the story of Lady Godiva and as the
home of Jaguar cars. My parents moved there from India during the 1960s and 1970s. Growing up, my father
worked as a precision toolmaker and my mother was a seamstress who eventually established a clothing
factory with her sister. It wasn’t unusual for us kids to work late in the factory after school, packing clothes
for delivery the next morning which was probably good training for the long hours required of a deal lawyer.
I went to a local state comprehensive school and while there I got a part-time retail job where I made a
new friend who attended a different school. He was very career focused and talked about how hard it was
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experienced by clients. This was also my first prolonged
exposure to the Middle East legal landscape and the world
of securities and financial services regulation. Since then, I’ve
done a huge amount of deal and non-deal work in the financial services sector and regularly advise on DFSA and other
financial services regulations.

Hardeep S Plahe
the recently appointed Partner in
Charge at Gibson Dunn discusses
his journey and the changes in
M&A during his last 12 years in
the Middle East.

to get into the best universities. From then on, I was determined to get into
Oxford. I even used to sneak into the libraries of the nearby universities to
do my A-Level revision so that I could be surrounded by serious students.
With a lot of hard work and a little luck, I managed to get a place to study
law at Oxford University. After my training contract I worked at Linklaters
in London as a corporate lawyer.
Then in 2003, I was seconded for six months as counsel to the Private Client
Services division of Credit Suisse in London. I sat amongst the bankers – there
was nowhere to hide - and advised on a range of issues, including the sale of
securities into the Middle East. I saw at first-hand the real world pressures

What brought you to Dubai?
In 2006, Linklaters were setting up its Dubai office and were
looking for a London corporate lawyer to transfer there. My
wife and I were going through a period of saying ‘yes’ to new
things so we decided to take a step into the unknown and
moved to Dubai. I’d never been to Dubai before but I liked the
idea and excitement of shaping and growing a new office.
Then in 2011 I met Paul Harter who at that time led the
Dubai office of Gibson Dunn. He told me about the firm’s
plans for the Middle East and persuaded me to join them as
a Partner soon afterwards. Fast forward to 2018 and I was
appointed Partner in Charge of Gibson Dunn Dubai.
I’ve been working in the UAE for over 12 years and
during this time, the UAE has put itself on the map from
a cultural and business perspective. When I first moved
here, I used to have to explain where Dubai and the UAE
was. This is becoming less and less necessary. There have
been many legislative changes too that have attracted
foreign investment and encouraged innovation. The UAE
has done a fantastic job of being ‘the land of opportunity’.
I like how bold the UAE is being when it comes to fostering
entrepreneurship, innovation and the future. You just have
to step into the various accelerators, innovation hubs and
cafes in Emirates Towers Dubai to realise that we’re doing
something different here.
Tell us about your firm?
Gibson Dunn is a global law firm with a rich heritage dating
back to 1890. We represent some of the world’s most
valuable and innovative companies from our 20 offices
worldwide. Our clients include household names like
Facebook, Uber, Intel and Walmart. These clients trust us
with their most important matters. For example, we won
a dismissal for Facebook and its founder Mark Zuckerberg against Paul Ceglia who claimed he owned at least
half of Facebook. We also advised Marriott in its industry
transforming $13.6 billion acquisition of Starwood Hotels
& Resorts which created the world’s largest hotel company.
Our firm has been been advising Middle Eastern clients
for over 35 years. Our first Middle East presence was in
Saudi Arabia in the 1980s. We then opened up our office in
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Dubai as a Middle East hub. At present we find the most active
Middle East countries are the UAE and Saudi Arabia.
Our firm prides itself in having the best lawyers, not the most
lawyers. We like to keep things focused. We have a high partner
to associate ratio both in the Middle East and globally. In Dubai
that ratio is around one partner to one associate which we believe
allows us to deliver a better work product. Our partners and
senior lawyers are deeply involved in every matter we handle.
We know that clients do not want to pay for ‘learning on the
job’ or an excessive junior overhead. They want the partner they
spoke to at the start of the matter to be on top of the detail and
lend their experience throughout.
What has been your most interesting deal?
I have worked on many interesting deals since I came to Dubai but
if I had to name one it would be the Emirates NBD merger in 2007
which at that time created the biggest Middle East banking group.
It was the first tender offer of its kind in the region and required
real ‘out of the box’ thinking. I remember late nights drawing
structure charts, never ending conference calls and debating the
nuances of UAE companies law. It set in motion the blueprint for
the big bank mergers that have followed in the past decade. I’m
also immensely proud every time I see the Emirates NBD logo
knowing I was part of creating something unique.
Employment Issues and M&A
Employment issues in M&A deals in the UAE tend to be fairly
straightforward compared to those in the UK or continental
Europe. There are no trade unions, works councils or prescribed
consultation requirements.
One difference is that on a business sale (rather than a share
sale), employment contracts do not transfer automatically. They
are terminated and the employment starts afresh with the buyer.
This leads to a three way negotiation between seller, buyer and
employee on the funding and payment of end of service gratuity
and an acknowledgement by the buyer of the employee’s period
of service with the seller.
I remember advising RBS on the sale of its UAE banking
business to ADCB some years back which required us to carefully navigate through the employment and immigration implications of a business sale to ensure a smooth transfer of RBS
employees to ADCB.
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There are no specific duties or obligations to employees under
UAE law when purchasing companies. The same holds true in freezones. However, certain contractual obligations may kick in. For
example, senior employees may have the benefit of an incentive
or bonus plans that may require a payout on completion of an M&A
deal.
Anti-trust and M&A
Our firm is repeatedly recognised as one of the top anti-trust practices in the world and I view the introduction of an anti-trust regime
in the UAE as another positive building block towards encouraging
entrepreneurship and investment in the region by, both discouraging behaviour that is significantly adverse to competition and,
providing exemptions which protect SMEs, strategic sectors and
government entities. In 2016, we saw the introduction of the much
anticipated market share thresholds. However, the regime and
Competition Authority are still very new and finding their feet. It will
take a few more years before their impact can be fully understood.
Trends
One notable trend is that the UAE, Saudi Arabia and the wider region
are now experiencing a buyers’ market. However, good targets are
also difficult to find and so sellers in many cases are still able to
‘hold their own’ against the buyers. We are also seeing elongated
negotiation periods and a greater emphasis on legal and financial
due diligence. In addition, sellers are starting to see the timing
and pricing benefits of providing buyers with vendor due diligence
reports and cleaning up corporate structures ready for sale.
Middle East Differences
The curious thing about M&A in the UAE and wider region is that
many deals end up being structured as some form of joint venture
with a local party. This is usually due to foreign ownership restrictions and the advantage of accessing local expertise and networks.
Multinationals and international private equity firms should not
expect the usual provisions around control, share transfer and exits
to work as they do in the US or Europe. The objectives behind such
provisions can be made effective but in the Middle East we have
to do things differently. However, that’s something I love about
working here, the challenge of finding ways of weaving international
deal concepts into Middle East corporate structures and making
it all work.

CYBERCRIME

COMBATTING
CYBERCRIME
There have been some significant
changes to the UAE Cybercrime Law,
Adjou Ait Ben Idir and Ben Mellett of
Norton Rose Fulbright explains their
impact.

T

his year a new law,. Federal Decree No. 2/2018 was issued
which made significant changes to the UAE Cybercrime
Law, Federal Law No. 5/2012 (which was covered in detail
in Emirates Law Business & Practice Vol 1).

AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLE 26
Article 26 of Federal Law No. 5/2012 covered the use of a
computer network (which in this context includes establishing,
managing or running a website or publishing information) for the
interests of a terrorist group or other unauthorised association.
Punishments for those convicted under Article 26 of Federal
Law No. 5/2012 can include both imprisonment and/or a fine. As
a result of amendments brought in by Federal Decree No. 2/21018
prison sentences for an offence under Article 26 of Federal Law
No. 5/2012 have been increased from a minimum of five years to
between a minimum of 10 years and a maximum of 25 years. In
addition, fines which can be levied under this provision have also
been increased from 1,000,000 – 2,000,000 AED to 2,000,000 –
4,000,000 AED .
INCITING HATRED
However, these are not the only changes which have been brought
in to Article 26, as a new crime of using a computer network to
incite hatred has also been added to this provision. This crime is
punishable by a prison sentence of up to five years and a fine of
between 500,000 and 1,000,000 AED. In addition, another change
to Article 26 of Federal Law No. 5/2012 is that the courts now have
discretion in respect of first time offenders. In such cases, an
alternative punishment to imprisonment is now available and it is
possible for the court to decide instead to place offenders under
electronic probation and to monitor or prevent such offenders
from using information technology. Where the court decides on
this sentencing option they also have the authority to decide on
the duration of this punishment which will be determined by the
court on a case by case basis.
ARTICLE 28
Another area of change is to Article 28 of Federal Law No. 5/2012.
The existing provision sets out the punishment for using a
computer network which could endanger national security, the
higher interests of the State or public order. This particular crime
expressly includes the publication or transmission of information,
news, caricatures or any other pictures. Article 28 of Federal

Law No. 5/2012 has been amended to include punishment for the
use of a computer network to attack any member of the judicial
court system. Crimes under Article 28 of Federal Law No. 5/2012
are punishable by temporary imprisonment and a fine of up to 1
million AED.
DEPORTATION
It is important to note that the new law has also brought in changes
to deportation powers under Article 42 of Federal Decree No.
2/2018. This provision has given the court discretion to deport
foreign offenders who have been convicted of any of the crimes
detailed above. Following this amendment to the law, this discretion is now subject to Article 121 of Federal Law No. 3/1987 (the
UAE Penal Code which makes deportation mandatory for crimes
against honour.)
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A MORE
INTELLIGENT
APPROACH: AI
IN THE LEGAL
SeCTOR
As artificial intellignece becomes more sophisticated Mark Rigotti of Herbert Smith Freehills
looks at when and how it will start impacting the
business of law.

A

s the presence and sophistication of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) progresses, the new technologies that
lie behind it are having an increasing and interesting
impact on the legal world.
Technology has long been a driver of change in the manufacturing sector but it is only fairly recently that it has started to
make any real inroads into the legal sector. However, change
is now happening both in terms of the business of law and case
materials which law firms are now facing.
ThE EVOLUTION OF AI
At a recent conference held by Wells Fargo, I was joined on
a panel by Linklaters’ Senior Partner, the Head of McKinsey
Digital and a Professor from the University of Pennsylvania.
Part of the discussion focused on the increasing importance
of Artificial Intelligence.
The university professor, who himself was an expert on AI,
made two very interesting observations. Firstly, he said that
AI had actually been around for many years, and secondly he
pointed out that its real impact would be in some time to come.
His view was that the defence and health sectors were
currently the main beneficiaries of AI because of the global
funding they received, and this was not going to change
dramatically anytime soon.
What that means for the legal industry, like other sectors, is
that we are further down the queue when it comes to developments.
AI is certainly coming, but it’s not going to be transformative,
certainly not in the short term, although in the next 10 years it
could be a very different story.
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JOBS IN THE LEGAL SECTOR
The advent of technology and the beginnings of AI have led to
significant job losses in most sectors. In terms of the business of
law, its impact so far has been mostly been on administrative jobs,
particularly with the way documentation is handled.
When I first joined my firm I was told I needed to know three
people there.
The first was Mrs Wickenden the librarian – these days that
would not be the case as the need for an in-house legal library has
gone, and lawyers generally having direct access to legal documents through their computers or even their phones. The second
was Mrs Lyons who was the registration clerk, and again technology has replaced this role.
And finally there was the team running the army of fax machines
(we had 45) which now seem a distant memory.
This process of technology changing the ways we all work will
of course accelerate.
According to a recent study by Deloitte, over 100,000 jobs in the
legal sector are likely to become automated in the next 20 years
due to technology and AI.
Our firm uses several systems, including interactive libraries for
instance, where search parameters can easily be used, and tags
added as well as predictive coding which goes through to emails,
reports, expense claims – and is a process that is fully automated
and embraces multiple data points.
A NEW BREED OF LAWYERS
Set against all this is a new breed of lawyers and experts who
are working in the legal profession and can and are developing
the software we will need for the future. In addition, to AI there
are AI technology experts who help law firms to understand
the problem in their briefs and ensure that we come up with an
appropriate approach to them.
HARNESSING AI
However, in order for those involved in the business of law to best
harness the opportunities which AI can bring, it is important to
consider how to integrate this technology into how we work.
Unfortunately it isn’t always easy for lawyers to incorporate
new approaches in their work. In part this comes from the way
lawyers are trained and the emphasis on precedent. As a result
there is an inbuilt reluctance to change anything or try something
new out for the first time. It is a mindset which begins with judges
and is found with lawyers and paralegals and has hard-wired a
conservative culture within most law firms.
At our firm we try to counterbalance this by incorporating an
innovation culture across our organisation, which in fact forms one
of the five pillars of our firm’s business strategy. We even go so far
as to conduct experiments, which last year included many AI pilots .
A number of these have been focused on how we can best
manage the very large amounts of documentation we have to go
through, often at very short notice. However, we are also using
techniques involving machine learning, which include programs
that analyse how we use information and are able to evolve
accordingly.
ENHANCED CLIENT SERVICING
As part of this new approach we have been listening to what our
clients expect and want from AI and technology more generally.
Primarily, in today’s cost-conscious world, most clients are under
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a lot of pressure to do things efficiently – generally to save costs,
and not unnaturally they demand their lawyers do this too.
However, another important issue for clients is the management
and reduction of risk.
One classic example of this was a private equity firm we worked
with who were selling a portfolio of properties. The buyer for the
properties dropped out, and we then faced a situation of having a
new buyer stepping in three days before the deal had to close. This
extremely short turnaround provided major challenges, not least
as a result of the mountain of paperwork relating to properties
all over the UK which had to be reviewed. So to resolve the challenge, we used an AI programme Kira, which had the capability to
review 10,000 documents in 25 minutes, and significantly helped
to de-risk the document review process.
LEGAL TECHNOLOGY AND AI ISSUES
There is also significant new scope for the legal profession as it is
opening up to the way the world is changing due to the application
of technology on our lives.
A perfect example of this is Continuous and Autonomous
Vehicles, otherwise known as ‘driverless cars’.
In the case of these types of vehicles, if there is an accident the
key question is where does the liability lie? Is it with the passengers, who don’t actually control the vehicle, or the manufacturer,
or the software company which developed the operating system?
This isn’t a question for the distant furture as these vehicles
are coming closer to reality in Dubai, and with the advent of flying
autonomous taxis it may not be too far away. Liability for these
vehicles and what might happen once they are in operation is still
very much open to debate.
However, as lawyers we will want to be working with the providers of the operating system and software developers on such
scenarios now.
One thing is certain - AI is likely to be an increasingly pervasive part of our lives. Though its development has been a gradual
process for the legal profession, we are now starting to see how
AI can benefit us, not only in the way we manage ourselves and
our work but even on how we negotiate settlement of complex
cases. There is an Australian saying which I think applies here , ‘Be
alert, but not alarmed’.
Despite the traditional conservatism within our profession
towards innovation, law firms are now very much part of the AI
revolution, even if they probably won’t be completely overhauling
their business models just yet.
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HOW LABOUR LAW DEVELOPED?

A

s one of the first countries to industrialise
the UK was also one of the first countries
where campaigners began to demand
the rights and duties of employers and
employees be regulated. Issues included long
hours, insanitary or dangerous conditions, child
labour and what was known as the Truck System
(where employers would withhold salary or pay it in
tickets which could only be used at their overpriced
shops). The first major piece of legislation issued
known as the Factory Act 1802 regulated the
employment of children. However, an industrialist
called Robert Owen (whose factory in New Lanark,
Scotland is now a World Heritage site) argued for
further change which led to the Factory Act 1819 and
the prohibition of child labour for those under nine.
Unfortunately, it was not until the Factory Act 1833
(also known as the Ten Hours Act and introduced
to Parliament by the Earl of Shaftesbury) which
brought in inspectors that these laws became
enforceable.
Employees’ health and safety at work then began
to be taken more seriously with the introduction of
the first comprehensive code regulating this area
in 1874.
Meanwhile in France the first legislation limiting
the working day became law in 1848 and the first
law governing the employment of children was in
1841. While in Holland the first law regulating labour
was not passed until 1874, but the first provisions
protecting workers against risk of accident or injury
to health at work became law in 1895. The Swiss also
created a Federal Labour Law in 1877 and had cantonal
legislation covering individuals like shop and hotel
workers who were not covered by the Federal Law.

In the USA, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts
were states which pioneered the regulation of
working hours and child labour. In addition, in
1869, in a move which was later copied by many
other countries, the US set up a number of offices
across the country, called bureaus of statistics
which collected and spread information about
industrial employment, and helped with the
development of labour law.
Another international milestone, which had an
effect on many countries came in 1961 with the
signing of the European social charter. By 1991
the charter had been ratified by 20 countries and
was later revised in 1996. Initially it was designed
to protect civil and political rights but it was
later broadened to include social and economic
rights, which include many of the areas covered in
employment law, such as rights on working hours,
equal pay, parental leave, non-discrimination, free
movement and rights of migrant workers. Although
the UK was a pioneer in developing many areas of
employment law in the area of equal pay legislation
others were at the forefront, as an Equal Pay Act
was not passed in the UK until 1970, while John F
Kennedy had brought in an Equal Pay Act in the US
in 1963. Both Germany and France have also had
constitutional requirements supporting equal pay
since the 1940s, and Poland since the 1950s.
Interestingly, this year Iceland became the first
country to force companies to prove they pay all
employees the same, and as a result of this law any
business with 25 or more staff there is required
to have a certificate showing they pay everyone in
the same roles equally, regardless of their gender,
sexuality or ethnicity.
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Remarkable
In the 1990s in a bid to ‘get down with the
kids’, Pepsi Co Inc launched an advertising
campaign explaining how purchasers of
their drink could earn points which they
could then exchange for various cool items
including t-shirts and hats. During the
advert the required points for each item
flashed up on screen till the advertisement
ended with three teenage boys outside a
school watching in amazement as another
boy turned up in a harrier fighter plane.
A caption then stated, ‘Harrier fighter,
7,000,000 Pepsi Points. Drink Pepsi. Get
stuff.’ For John Leonard this was literally
‘an offer’ which was too good to miss,
even if drinking that much Pepsi would
have been impossible even for him. At the
time a Harrier fighter plane cost over $23
million but instead Leonard sent the 15
Pepsi points he already had plus a cheque
for 6,999,985 points (valued at $0.10
each) and $10 for shipping costs to Pepsi.
When Pepsi said no, a claim for breach of
contract and fraud was brought in Florida
and eventually heard in New York. Leonard
also argued a Federal Judge would be
unable to hear his case which could only

By Definition…
Donato Moris Causa (Latin)
Death bed gift

This concept which is also known as
DMC originates in Roman law and was
found in a 2015 English case where a
woman who believed she was near to
death handed the deeds to her house
to her nephew stating he would need
them after her death.
It was stated in King v Chiltern Dog
Rescue and Redwings Horse Sanctuary
[2015] EWCA Civ 581, that there were
three requirements for this approach
to be taken.
Firstly, the donor must be
contemplating their imminent death.

be fairly decided by a jury made up of
‘Members of the Pepsi Generation’. The
court ruled the commercial was ‘evidently
done in jest’. It was stated in light of the
Harrier Jet’s well-documented function
in attacking and destroying surface and
air targets, armed reconnaissance and
air interdiction depiction of such a jet
as a way to get to school in the morning
was clearly not serious. The judge ruled
the advertisement featuring the jet did
not constitute an offer and even if it had
been an offer, no reasonable person would
believe the company seriously intended
to convey a jet worth $23 million for that

price. In addition, under the Statute of
Frauds a written agreement was needed
for a contract of that alleged value. The US
Court of Appeal for the Second District
agreed. Despite all that Pepsi continued to
air the advertisement although it did take
the added precaution of increasing the
cost of the jet to 700 million Pepsi points.
The White House also made a statement
that any Harrier sold to civilians would
have to be ‘demilitarised’ which would
mean stripping it of its ability to land and
take off vertically, and in turn would have
made it a lot more difficult to land in a
school playground.

In order for this condition to be satisfied it
was stated in this case that the donor must
be either suffering a serious illness or be
facing an impending operation or about
to undertake a dangerous journey. The fact
that the donor is old and as result thinks
they may die would not be a specific
enough reason for them not to make
a will in the normal way. Secondly, the
donor must be making a gift which if and
when that death occurs would happen,
and not before. However, if DMC is used
and the person’s death does not happen
soon enough the gift would be revoked.
In addition, the donor also maintains the
right to revoke the gift.
There are distinct risks where this
concept is used as the formalities required
in will legislation are dispensed with in

such cases. As a result, the courts have
stressed that this legal approach should
not be used as a means of validating an
ineffective will. It has also been stated
that the courts should not permit any
expansion of this doctrine as a result.
When DMC occurs it is stated that the
donor should deliver ‘dominion’ over
the subject of the gift. However, it is not
clear exactly what this means although
from a review of the cases in this area it
is normally taken to mean that physical
possession of the item has been given.
As well as actually handing the item
over, this could also include giving a
means to access it, e.g. a key to a box
or combination to a safe or handing
over documents, such as deeds which
evidence possession to the item.
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